Nishma Research – Chevrah Hatzalah Survey
COVID-19 Attitudes and Vaccine Hesitancy in the U.S. Orthodox Jewish Community: Views Among the Chasidish,
Yeshivish, and Modern Orthodox Segments (May 2021)
Verbatim Responses
You checked “I don’t think I need it (the vaccine).”
Why do you say that?
• I have natural antibodies to the virus
• Never took a flu shot either, and never had the
flu.
• I am young and healthy maybe when I will be
older
• I already had covid
• I'm yong and strong
• I had covid
• I've been walking around and traveling amongst
many different people for about a year now and i
don't need to take a vaccine for something that is
not affecting me
• I had covid already
• Because I don't think that this virus is any
different than all the other viruses out there by
now.
• Because RL10 said that it's not needed.
• I had it and if i get it ill be ok
• I have antibodies
• I've had the virus already. And I'm young enough
not to worry about covid.
• Cause I'm young. And from the people I know
only 60 and above where the people most
affected from the virus
• Still have immunity after a year. So why take it?
• I am still young. I was next to people who had
covid and I never had it.
• Because they himself don't know much about it
• Because I recently checked my antibody level and
it's pretty high.
• Healthy and young #tyh
• Had Covid already. Not scared of getting it again.
For a perfectly healthy person, it's a smaller risk
than the vaccine.
• Firstly, I had COVID And I don't think it's effective
• Young and healthy
• Im a Young adult, I feel like the risk of covis is
very low
• I had covid already
• because i most probably had it, and i think that
once you get your immuned
• Not possible to get COVID again. COVID very
easy to deal with it.
• I already had COVID

• Antibodies
• Vaccines create antibodies The diseases creates
antibodies. I had the disease I also got
monoclonal antibodies.
• It's a common virus which most people don't
need anything to get over
• Age, health status, previous infection
• There is no proof that this vaccine is working, I
don't want to be a guinea pig!!!
• Already had it, in a low risk demo. Likely good of
getting it again is low. Likely good of getting
worse than 1st time is even less
• Real immunity is from the virus itself since I did
have covid-19 I don't think I need something that
It might need boosters every year
• I'm still young and the risk is sooo low
• Had covid
• Because I have covid19 antibodies
• I had the coronavirus and it was not bad I have
antibodies and I am 30 and there hasn't been
more then 5 cases in my neighborhood since
October
• Because I am young and healthy Bh
• 98% of people recover from it why take
something that is 95% effective and not sure
how mrna therapy works long term
• My body is creating it's own antibodies
• I already hade covid and I have antibodies
• Have antibodies
• Because covid is not a dangerous disease for
people in my age group covid statistics
demonstrate that covid is a disease that mainly
affects older individuals. Regardless I have
already got covid and have antibodies and T cell
immunity
• Because i tested positive in march of 2020 and
was very sick with the virus
• I had it and am not in the age in which it is
dangerous for
• Because I already had COVID.
• Im not affraid of yhe Virus, So why bother..
• I have antibodies
• I had covid already
• I am 26, had Covid, and do not have any health
issues
• i am reletively young and healthy.
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• In my age group, covid-19 is not something that I
should be worried about more than strep. There
are amazing and effective treatments for one
who gets covid-19 at this point in time.
• I had the virus and i have antibodies
• I had Covid, BH my body handled it. I'm not high
risk.
• I believe in Hashem. He created an immune
system.
• I already had covid and wasn't severely sick
boruch hashem, so even if I get it again it
hopefully won't be bad. Most doctors I've spoken
to said if you're not high risk - don't rush
• I was sick with covid in March 2020 and survived
.. and younger than 40.. Unless I need it for travel
I will most likely not want to take it.
• I already had covid.
• too young
• I'm not scared of coronavirus
• I had covid-19
• I had covid already
• Because I'm a young healthy adult and I had
corona already without any symptoms and I don't
see a reason to get it
• There are other treatments for the virus, and my
age.
• Because I've never gotten covid-19 and I seem
fine ( I feel that if I get the vaccine then I might
have issues...)
• Age and good health BH
• Since it doesn't protect from Covid anyway
• I had covid-19, 99% people didn't get it again, I'm
young and healthy, there's no reason for it, you
don't know the side effects from the vaccine,
every vaccine takes five to eight years to develop
this is less than a year,
• I had COVID and consistently test with high
antibody titer level. A vaccine sciences expert
told me I don't need it at this point.
• I'm young. I understand that I can be a carrier for
older people. But they should get the vaccine and
the remaining risk factor is not something I feel
like I have to worry about.
• I have natural anti bodies from having the virus.
Why would I need the vaccine that is only here to
mimic what I already have. It is unknown that the
vaccine effectiveness is better or longer that the
natural anti bodies
• Nothing will happen to me if I have covid one
more time.
• I dont agree that covid is life- threatening. It
seems to me that most xovid deaths were related
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to negligence and politically advised medicine
withholding. I believe that xovid can be treated
with strong antibiotics, serious, etc, and that the
vaccine is more dangerous than the disease.
Because I'm young, and I already was infected.
Had Covid. Vaccine has not been proven more
effective then having covid...
I had covid and I have immunity Why would I
need a vaccine for it Its beyond any logic to take
the vaccine at this point
I'm young and have antibodies
no health issues B'h
As a young healthy adult under the age of 30,I
refuse to get vaccinated for a virus which has a
less than 1% mortality rate. This vaccine is not
around long enough for me to feel comfortable
putting in my body. I'd rather take my chances
with natural immunity.
I have antibodies and am not the age that COVID
is a major threat
I never had Covid
I already had covid and ppl don't get it twice
I'm young and can easily survive flue like
symptoms
I had COVID, and don't believe a vaccine can be
more effective than actual COVID
My antibodies have been going up (tested a few
times since I've had Covid), and I've had multiple
confirmed exposures to Covid and never got sick
or had any symptoms.
I'm young and I think by now covid19 has passed.
I am not sure who the vaccine is supposed to
protect, me or others. I am more than happy to
give my vaccine to others who may think they
need it.
I've acquired immunity naturally.
So says the doctor.
Why would I take a vaccine developed for a virus
that was developed with the goal of vacinating
me ,why would i trust a vaccine from the very
people who made me sick in the first place
Because I had covid already
I had actual COVID-19
I'm young and not at risk and all restrictions are
still being enforced so what's the point
Have antibodies
I already had Covid, not very concerned with the
chance of getting it again
Have antibodies.
Because I had the live virus...
I had the virus and I have antibodies.
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• Already had covid. 2. Even if I get it again, no big
deal (based on my experience the first time) so
why take a chance with a vaccine. 3. A govmt and
Big Pharma who lied to us about
hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin is not too be
trusted.
• I have high antibodies
• The survival rate for COVID-19 for regular middle
age health people is 99.99%
• Because there is enough good treatment out
there & a cure for it, so it's not necessary. Plus I
wouldn't trust Bill Gates cuz he is the one that
has this agenda to populate the world, so why
would he suddenly want to "save" the world?
• I feel that having had COVID gives one the same
or better immunity than a vaccine
• I'm young, female, had antibodies, healthy BH.
• Bec I had covid already
• I have antibodies from the virus
• Covid is a minor threat with some risks that we
are collectivelygettimg better at dealing with.
Vaccine is still developing and may have risks too.
Would rather utilize common sense prevention
like social distancing n handwashing which are
harmless than putting myself in experimental risk
that's still ongoing. Not antivaxx and would
consider vaxx after a long enough while of
excellent results
• Like measles, once you have I might be safe for
life.
• I'm not in a age group that is at risk of getting
complications from COVID and frankly, I believe it
isn't safe for anyone! I heard of many side effects
including death. Not taking the risk.
• i have anti bodis
• I had covid as did my family. While an unpleasant
experience, we all are doing fine now.
Additionally, there are many treatments that
have proven effective against the disease
• I'm at effectively zero risk from covid, and it's
beneficial to the vaccinated too, as the vaccine's
effect is best overall with around 65-70% of the
pop vaccinated bec it allows covid to circulate
among the vaccinated maintaining a high quality
of immunity
• I'm healthy and young there is less of a risk in me
not taking a vaccine I don't know about then the
virus which I've had
• Personal doctor's advice, not random infomercial
• Already have large amount of antibodies for over
a year.
• I'm young and healthy and had covid

• there are other more effective medicinal
treatments, including hcq, ivermectin etc * its
NOT a vaccine (shame on YOU - don't be
complicit with the known fraud!) its gene therapy
and experimental and not even fda approved
(only eua) * there have been already MASSIVE
side-effects (mostly censored from media and
social media ETC) * WHY ARE YOU
(KNOWINGLY..?) PUSHING THIS AGENDA?
funding? following the false 'data'/narrative?
'following orders'..? YOU should know better...
• Already had COVID
• Had covid, young, and also with many people still
getting covid after getting it, and not knowing
enough about it..
• I'm young and healthy. I haven't had covid19 in
the full year it's been here (guess it's not that
contagious) and I don't see it as a threat for
those in my age group(30ish.) I can just as easily
die from anything else. I feel the Media hyped
this up from day 1 for ratings and fear
mongering. Surprisingly, this past year no one
died from heart attacks/diabetes/cancer/
obesity/accidents etc. I know our community was
hard hit and a lot of ppl died to begin with but bh
we are ok. I also find our community has
definitely achieved some sort of herd immunity
as bh the majority of the community are not
wearing any masks and are ok and are not sick
bh.also, bh there are so many treatment options
out there if I would get it,and I would ask for
them.
• I have already had Covid, as per the studies that
where done I dont believe you can get it again.
• I have antibodies
• I take prophylactic measures, vitamins and good
nutrition
• B"H my overall general health is great. With the
existing medical knowledge today, I believe that
if I were to contract the virus and on the unlikely
chance that I have a bad case, it would be
properly treated.
• Because I'm young and healthy BH. We need to
teach ppl to build up their immune systems
Vitamin d,c ,zinc etc. There are meds that are
being withheld from the public, like hydroxy,
ivermectin etc which would've reduced the death
rates by upto 80-90% . Their end goal was to
force the vaccine on us, govt sadly doesn't mean
our health at all.
• Have high antibodies a year later
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• I tested positive for 150 antibodies and so did my
entire family
• All my friends and neighbors in my age group
that got the virus had the sniffles/ sinus
headache/ lost taste. my friends and neighbors
that got the shot were sick in bed for a few days.
Bcz I am not a high risk case, I don't fear the
virus. I am up to date with all my kids and my
own vaccines.
• I don't think I'm vulnerable enough nor a
significant enough risk to others to compel me to
take it.
• I am in a low-risk age group, and apart from my
weight, I have no risk factors. I am working on
losing weight. But otherwise I am very low risk
• Already had the virus
• I had the virus and I try to be careful and
hopefully I'll be ok bezh
• I had covid already and I don't think vaccine helps
• Because I was very sick and Bh able to give
plasma and a year plus later I still have my own
antibodies.
• I haven't gotten corona yet, and my husband did,
so I don't think I will catch it if I didn't catch it
from him, and we were sharing towels, sinks,
everything
• i had covid i am over it
• I already had carona.
• I recovered from covid...
• I don't fall into a high risk category and there are
other treatments available
• Have very high antibodies
• I'm quite healthy. The numbers/percetnage of ill
and deaths do not match the level of hysteria.
• I had covid
• I already got Covid, so just like I don't take a
chicken pox vaccine since I already got chicken
pox I shouldn't need Covid vaccine.
• I had covid already
• I still have antibodies
• Cues I had already covid and the fact show that
even though its after 12 months since I catch it I
didn't got it yet and it's so far a 99.9% of ppl who
had it 1 time didn't catch another time
• I have antibodies
• I am young, i eat healthy and take vitamin
supplements when needed, there are many
different cures that have been proven to be
effective if used as soon as symptoms start, and
trust i hashem gave me an immune system and if
i treat it properly it will treat me properly!

• Because covid 19 is not dangerous to me, and if it
was a danger I would take Hydroxychloroquine,
zinc, ivermectin, vitamin c, vitamin d, quercetine,
and do exercise.
• I am young and had the virus already
• i think i had the virus already
• the Flu vaccine has been out for about 15 years,
as a medical worker I don't see that they have
ever gotten the right strengths. people are still
dying much more from flu then covid. the reason
there were so many deaths is becuase of medical
malpractice and the fear and fobia the news and
the government has brought forward!!!!!!! there
was havoc when it was just like getting the flu,
closing places making ghost town out of the
country was one huge disaster !!!!!!!!!111
• already had COVID
• I have antibodies
• Its not a vaccine Its an experiment and I will not
be a ginnie pig
• If Pfizer themselves claim that you will need a
third shot why should I take when they
themselves didnt figure it out yet secondly if the
mask is so safe why isn't there permission for
vaccinated people to fly or go to concert
restaurants bars etc that alone tells me that the
government dont trust it yet so I'll wait to get it
till the government has more trust in it
• I had COVID
• I have had covid-19
• I am young and healthy. Also, covid is a hyped up
disease. Look at the overall numbers of people
who died in 2020 and compare to the overall
number of people who died in previous years.
• Covid has a low mortality rate. And the vaccine is
only 95% effective against severe cases.
• I am taking many supplements to build up my
immune system and there is a high recovery rate
for Covid.
• Because I had Covid.
• Covid-19 has a 99.9% survival rate for most
people and 94.5% for people 70+. There are
effective medications and prophylaxis for Covid19. there is no reason for a vaccine. In fact, there
is no FDA approved vaccine for Covid-19.
• I'm healthy. The mortality rate is minute. The risk
is great
• I don't think its safe
• Cuz I had covid
• Antibodies
• I had a high nimber antibodies
• Have antibodies
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• Young and healthy
• Because I had the virus and have antibodies. Also
there are treatment options and ways to protect
yourself.
• There are plenty of proven effective treatments
for covid and the vaccine is not even approved,
and many reports of those who were vaccinated
and caught covid anyway
• Because I am young and healthy and will be fine
even if I contract Covid-19.
• Still have antibodies
• because i have already antibodies
• I'm only in my 20s and Covid isn't a huge threat
to that age. also, I'm not sure If I got Covid, But
even if I did, then I got a super mild case so there
is no need for the vaccine until I feel it is safe.
• I already had the virus as did everyone else
around me. I feel that it is not a threat and there
are available cures
• cuz i had it
• had antibodies in the past
• I don't think its so bad to get covid .... if I go to a
Dr and they want to give it to me then maybe I'll
take it if it doesn't cost
• I take care of myself. My vitamin D is in optimal
range. I do not have comorbidities I take
supplements against viral infection and I had the
virus and it was literally a cold. BH.
• Already had covid
• Because I'm still young and I had covid
• If a person is healthy he doesn't need it especially
that the vaccine doesn't cover all new strains
• I'm young
• had the virus
• I had the virus. I have developed antibodies. My
doctor says that even if my antibodies numbers
drops, my body will have memory cells to fight it
if it ever comes again chas vshulem.
• Because i had Covid once already and having it a
second time is as much known abut as the
effectiveness of the vaccine...
• I already had the virus
• I had the virus
• i had it covid already
• Had covid
• I'm a healthy young person. I'm not sceard to get
covid
• Because there is no real evidence that any
vaccines work, let alone this one which is a tool
of the illuminati Their plan for us is to lock
everyone is a digital prison

• ◊û◊î ◊ë◊ï◊¢◊® ◊ú◊ô ◊ú◊ß◊ó◊™ ◊†◊ó◊õ◊î
◊ß◊¶◊™ ◊ï◊†◊®◊ê◊î ◊î◊™◊ï◊¶◊ê◊ï◊™
• I had the virus and have more antibodies then
people who took the vaccine
• Cause I had covid already
• because if you had covid you have immunity to
it and you have antibodies once you have it you
should be good and if you take the vaccine it only
builds more your antibodies but its not a
different once you have antibodies
• I had covid. It's as good as the vaccine, if not
better.
• I already had covid (so have antibodies) and I'm
young and healthy bH
• bec. i never had covid & the vaccine causes covid
• Because I already had covid and my body healed
from it.
• I think it's like the Flu
• I believe I can develop immunity on my own.
• i don't see a need for it It's not a one inn a
thousand chance of dying from it
• I already had covid 19 a year ago
• Had covid
• I have already had covid 19- with antibodies
• Our entire family and the majority of our
community had covid. It was mild for everyone
we know.
• I've bh successfully fought COVID-19 in the past
and Bh have antibodies.
• Because I already had covid
• Because
• Because noone needs this poison - it's a hoax.
• Had Covid and have antibodies
• I already had the virus.
• It's still not an approved vaccine, only approved
for emergency use, waiting to see how it goes.
• Because I already had Covid 19 and I have
antibodies
• I had COVID, and though I have very low
antibodies, my physician said it is highly unlikely
that I will get it again.
• I have antibodies. While it's true antibodies may
not last forever, neither does the vaccine. It is
extremely rare for someone who has the virus to
get it again. I check for antibodies quite regularly
and I still have.
• Young and healthy, under 30, I don't need a
vaccine for something that isn't a life threatening
to me
• Already had Covid. Don't believe that vaccine is
better than natural immunity
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• Because you still have to wear a mask after
receiving the vaccine
• Because I already had covid
• I am young and healthy
• had the virus already don't think the vaccine can
provide more immunity
• I have antibodies one year after having had
coronavirus
• I had Covid and already have antibodies.
• Had covid. Takimg the Vaccine doesn't mean u
are immune.
• Natural immunity from the virus not proven to be
less affective than the vaccine
• It doesn't help
• I have had the virus and tested positive for a high
level of antibodies. I am also a young woman of
child bearing age and I do not know what kind of
effect the vaccine can have on my reproductive
health, although I do assume it is safe, I would
rather not take the chance.
• I believe in the immune system given to me my
God. I don't need an "insurance plan" just "in
case" Gods greatness fails me. I also don't believe
in getting a shot for something that has a high
survival rate & that already has different variants
coming out as will be the case regularly going
forward.
• I had covid
• With S spike antibodies 1000x the cutoff 13
months after infection/physical recovery and
results that didnt disappear and only rising, I
received my antibodies that are better than any
vax,and will last a lifetime. Vax is less reliable
• Because I had the virus already and I'm still Young
and healthy B'h
• Covid is not a risk for young people
• I had COVID already
• Since I recovered from Covid, I'm immune
• I don't believe in the vaccines safety and know
from rabbinical sources to definitely NOT take it.
Also do not believe in the covid pandemic
• I've had "covid" twice though I was never tested
and I have anti bodies, being that I'm young and
healthy I don't think I need it
• I had corona already
• Already immune
• It make dead
• I have the virus already.
• I have antibodies
• I have already had Covid 19

• I have no underlying conditions and in general
people my age have recovered
• I had it and most people I know had it and it
wasnt anything major. The common flu is more
debilitating and I have had it so many times over
the years and never made a big deal about it nor
considered a vaccine. Any vaccine is a risk and I
don't believe that I have any special health issues
that would make me exceptionally vulnerable
regarding covid the flu or any other virus that
would warrant me to risk taking any new vaccine.
• Im Bh young and healthy
• I had covid
• I got covid recently
• B"H my experience with covid was not bad. I
don't see why I should inject something foreign
when it appears my body can fight it.
• i had covid therefor i should have a certian level
of antibodies
• Had he virus in the past
• I already had covid and have antibodies. I have
been tested 3 times over 9 months for antibodies
and all 3 times it came back positive. Also I am 49
and take care of myself through healthy eating
and exercise etc and most importantly I have
faith in the immune system Hashem gave us for a
virus that has such a high recovery rate.
• As of now looks that whoever had the virus can't
get it again
• If I get corona virus I know what to expect. With
the vaccine I don't know what to expect. I'm
young and can fight off corona virus, I don't know
what I would be able to do for myself if I had a
bad reaction to the vaccine. The chance of a
reaction isn't worth it for this virus.
• Bec I think with proper supplements, vitamin c
zinc, vitamin d, hydroxy, ivermectin we can
overcome it.
• I have antibodies
• I already got covid, and believe I can fight it again
if need be
• I have antibodies
• I had covid19
• because i had covid
• Had covid
• I'm young. And I already had corona. And
HaShem gave me an immune system
• After having Covid (confirmed) and in bed for 12
days and BH being able to fight it off naturally my
immune system now knows how to handle this
virus in the future. That is how the body works.
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It fights off infection and then learns what to do
for the future to keep the body safe.
because i have had it already
I don't think the virus is such a big threat, the
effects of the corona vaccine are quite scary to
me
I am young and don't think corona will effect me.
In regard to transmitting to elderly, I believe that
as long as we can keep the hospitalizations low
then covid is not more deadly than any other
virus. Covid may be here to stay, and just like the
flu vaccine, we may be guessing the next strain
for years to come.
Had corona already
I already have antibodies
The fact the the Government and Media pushed
the vaccine when there are affective ways of
treating Covid-19 such as the Zelenko Protocol
made the vaccine seem "fishy".
I had Covid and checked for antibodies, which I
have. I don't think there is a need to get the
vaccine if I already have antibodies. If I had
tested negative for antibodies, I probably would
get the vaccine.
I had COVID 19 right after Purim last year , took
hydroxychloroquine in the beginning, no
complications Bh, recuperated nicely and have
antibodies
Because I am young and I have antibodies.
I had Covid and in young
I'm healthy
I have antibodies
Because I help people with COVID all the time
and there are MANY therapuetics that work!!! If
treated early and correctly -- almost no one
would die or have side effects. I see this ALL THE
TIME
Covid is not a threat
I don't believe covid is worse than the flu.
I have developed antibodies that so far b"H are
still in the system
I had the virus. Same way i had chicken pox. Dont
need the vaccine.
I had COVID and currently have antibodies
Natural immunity is better and more long lasting
than immunity from a vaccine we don't know
much about. I believe there is way more to our
immune systems then just antibody count. I
believe the media is lying to keep people scared
and take the shot.
Bc I rely on my immunity and don't need to inject
chemicals into me

• I have antibodies already.
• I have anti-bodies. 2. the vaccine is not approved
yet it is only for the emergence I do not see an
emergency now even you see some cases
however it's with very little deaths
• because im bh young enough and i think my body
can fight the virus itself.
• I have a high antibody count.
• I had covid. I am healthy. Covid is not a threat to
me or my family.
• I have antibodies that continue to increase in
number over the last year
• I've had the virus already and dont think I should
take something with high risks for a virus that is
not so deadly and the media is making it and
there are plenty treatments out there
• Alternative early treatments are highly effective
to treat corona
• I had the virus and developed natural immunity.
For those who argue that the anti-bodies fade
and therefore one is no longer immune. First,
reality shows most people did not get reinfected
although being exposed to the virus again.
Additionally, how do the know that the vaccine
provides better and longer immunity?!?
• If G-D's antibodies are ineffective, human
developed ones are certainly not.
• THIS VIRUS IS TREATABLE. we NOW have various
ways to treat this virus. Why should we take part
in an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine ?? the only group I'll
be a part of us the control group. People say oh
take it bc we don't know the long term effects of
corona and it could be ScArY. To that I say- we
don't know the long term effects of this vaccine
and they too might be scary. I place my fate in
hashems hands. if I'm going to have scary side
effects let me get corona and find out . My inlaws
both overweight, Both had open heart surgeries
in the last two years and one has diabetes both
got corona and got the monoclonal treatment
and beat the virus: this is treatable. We do not
need to be test subjects.
• I have antibodies
• I am young and not in an at- risk category. If I
were to get covid, I know how to treat it. You are
statistically more likely to survive corona by
following Zelenko's protocol. We have safe
treatments already so no need for experimental
products.
• i dont think all people should take it, only the
ones at risk.
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• I had corona so I have antibodies. Also their are
many other easy and cheap treatments available
like ivermectin and HQC!
• At this time because i already had the virus &
because im young and healthy bh i don't think i
need it, but maybe in the long run i might need to
get it
• have anti bodies
• I think that i don't need the vaccine because I
already had the virus and high antibodies and
believe that my body is healthy enough to fight
the virus.
• I had covid and have antibodies
• Cause I'm young and healthy and didn't get
COVID till now despite not being careful, and
never stopped going to minyan
• I had already the virus and I had recovered
perfectly, I'm still young and I don't believe that it
is required for me to take it.
• I am BH a young and healthy person!
• My doctor told me I don't need it as I had
antibodies
• I'm young and imuned
• My doctor are knowledgeable in treating covid
with IV therapies and other treatments that are
safe and proven effective in his practicSupporting
immune funct
• I am BH a young and a healthy person!
• I am not in the age group of people who COVID
can be dangerous for- there is a 99.9% chance of
survival at my age.
• I hade covid already
• The medicines we have are safe and effective .
Ivermectin, hydroxy, asthma medications ,
supplements
• Have antibody
• I already had covid and I still have antibodies. I
have not heard of reinfection and a Dr that I
respect said he has not seen any cases of
reinfection either. I believe our bodies need to
learn how to fight off certain things on its own.
• I already had Covid and I'm healthy
• Had the virus
• I have antibodies
• I had the virus and vaccines against colds are
worthless. A new strains is here every year.
• Because I believe that Covid is generally not
serious and that it is better and more effective to
acquire immunity naturally than through a
vaccine that has very questionable effectiveness
especially when it comes to transmission.

• For me, I'd rather get it, fight it, and form a
stronger immune system by naturally fighting it. I
don't think the same is true for many people due
to various health problems a person may have.
• I already had the virus and I developed antibodies
and I don't think the benefits of taking the
vaccine at this point over way the risk of putting a
foreign substance in my body
• im a generally healthy young man and dont think
that coronavirus is as dangerous for me if i got it
• I already had Covid. I should be immune from it
now. There are good natural cures that don't
cause negative side effects. It has, on average, a
99.7% recovery rate with practically no
treatment. Those who die from it (Heaven
forbid) are likely to have died from any virus
(again Heaven forbid of course). How the mRNA
vaccines work (from Pfizer and Moderna), by
definition of how they work, will cause autoimmune diseases (Heaven forbid).
• Because there are medications, that if given as
soon as someone gets the virus, will cure the
virus. Vaccinations are not necessary.
• because i am under 40 in good health and have
antibodies
• I think the covid 19 is fine if I get it, therefore
there's no need for a vaccine
• I am in my early 40's with no comorbidities and
there are treatments for covid that actually work
to cure COVID even for high risk patients. I'd
rather use medications and natural treatments to
cure COVID that have worked for many people
that I personally know then to use an
experimental injection that has no long term
studies and has only been authorized under
emergency use. It would only be mentchluch if
when you send out emails to the frum
community that at the very least you inform
them that these vaccines are at the experimental
stage, instead of telling them they have proven to
be safe and effective. It has become more and
more apparent that these vaccines are not safe
nor effective. They also do not stop you from
catching COVID or transmitting it to others. This
has been admitted by Dr. Fauci and Pfizer
themselves and is becoming very apparent by
how many people are catching Covid after being
fully vaccinated. It is extremely frustrating to be
constantly badgered to take an experimental
shot that has no proof of having any benefits at
all and has actually caused damage to many
people
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• I was sick last year and still cannot smell. I spoke
to several doctors who feel that since I was sick
there's no need to get a vaccine.
• Because I'm a healthy adult that can make a
decision about my own damn body. There's a
99% survival rate for my age group and 94% for
ages 70 and up of whom I don't NEED TO TAKE
CARE OF. My only responsibility is my body. Get
out of my body thanks.
• I am more focused on lifestyle, I am not worried
about getting a virus at all.
• Young, healthy, already had covid, excellent
treatments available in the event i get it again.
• 1.I had covid already and assume I have
antibodies
• Because I had covid!!! And they are not safe!!!!
Too many side effects.
• There are a good few effective (hidden and
denied) treatments available when treated early
enough. The unknown risks of the vaccine are
huge! We are being fooled to think this is about
our health! With nobody talking about building
up our immune system so we can handle the
virus. Follow the true science! And stop the fear
mongering and worship of the vaccine.
• The recovery rate is above 97%, these vaccines
are showing more and more negative effects
including most recently on people who have not
gotten the vaccine . The censoring of medical
professionals as well as prohibiting open
discussion on it, contributed to my distrust of this
new bio technology. It had never been proven to
be safe and effective
• Let others who need and want it get it- I am a
medical worker and was offered it back in
December but declined.
• I have had covid 1 and have antibodies. I am not
sure the vaccine will improve on that. I would like
clarification on which vaccines are best for older
people who already had covid. How long does
immunity last? i f so I would act accordingly.
Things are still unclear.
• I already had covid, and studies show that the bcell and t-cell immunity should be pretty long
lasting. I'm young and have no comorbidities
Statistically, the odds of dying from this disease,
given these circumstances, are very tiny.
• the risk of taking it is biggger then the risk of
getting covid a second time...
• The recovery rate for covid is higher than the
efficacy rate of the vaccine. The vaccine does not

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

stop transmission. If you would have read trial
you would have not have asked this question...
I am a young healthy adult and bh feel strong
enough to fight the virus if necessary, take
vitamins to boost immune system
1.It's a virus with 99.97% survival rate, with 98%
of people in my age group only develop minor
symptoms. 2. The vaccine has not been
approved unanimously even as an EUA. 3.corona
virus is a RNA. virus with an envelope and it will
continue to mutate 4. In previous studies of the
SARS vaccines the ferrets developed odd cancers
over time. 5. 30% of the ferrets died after
showing high antibodies, still died from SARS. 7.
The efficacy numbers are are not accurate, since
by the time the vaccine came out the death rate
from COVID was already done by about 80%. 8.
With that said Stay healthy
I had covid already
The risk for my age is very low + In worst case
there are treatments out there, although not
recognized by medical establishment
Im young and healthy and ive already tested
positive for antibodies twice without the levels
really goimg down. Since the manufacturers of
the vaccine say we might have to take it anually, i
dont think i need it for now as long as ive got
natrul antibodies.
I have antibodies, and even if they wear off at
some point, I'd much rather take my chances
with a known virus that has a 99.996 percent
chance of survival than to inject some unknown
substance which is designed to mess with DNA
which has only had limited field testing, and
comes with many documented cases of deaths
and severe side effects.
Because I had covid already and Baruch Hashem I
am young and healthy.
I had it and have antibodies
I eat well, am not overweight, exercise, take
supplements and don't believe if I get a flu, it is a
catastrophic event.
I had COVID and recovered and had antibodies
I already Had COVID
I already had Covid
I got covid already
I had covid
I am 39 years old. The risk of dying from covid is
miniscule.
Young and got it already
I am done with Covid.
I had the virus
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• I'm under 30 years old, and there are already
effective treatment options readily available.
• Age, overall health, conscious of Vitamin D levels
• Have antibodies and I believe that will serve me
well in future even though cdc wants me to think
otherwise in order to get vax. I trust my bodies
inmune system and take care of it well to prevent
getting sick.
• becuse i had coivd
• BEC I WAS TESTED NEGATIVE FOR COVID-19
• why yes? i had covid and im healthy b"h
• I am healthy and have alternative safer solutions
than a vaccine that has never been tested for
long term side effects.
• My doctor and many other doctors have told me
that having antibodies at any point is enough of a
protection.
• I have natural immunity
• Have antibodies
• COVID 19 is treatable
• I have antibodies
• I have high antibodies
• Had COVID and I have antibodies
• There are safer effective forms of treatment such
as ivermectin
• I got covid already. I am 22, didn't get it bad. Low
chance of getting it again, even if I do it won't be
worse than last time.
• I already had Covid, I have natural immunity. I
have been exposed to Covid many times since,
and did not get sick. My natural immunity is just
as effective as the vaccine, without the potential
side affects. The only reason to take the vaccine
is to satisfy the leftist agenda. There is no heter
to take a vaccine just for political reasons. All
those pushing the vaccine, including the "frum"
organizations have an either political or financial
agenda.
• I have had COVID I am generally healthy There
are now treatment options available
• I believe that I'm already immunized because I
had it, so I don't wee the need to get it.
• I'm young and healthy and had COVID-19 already
and I have antibodies
• I am 33 years old and believe that should I
become infected, I can treat myself properly to
overcome it.
• Already had the virus and tested positive for
antibodies,
• I already had covid, and besides the point, I am
only 40 years old. I do not take flu shots ever, for
the same reason - I am still young.

• I am young and did not get effected by the
coronavirus when I had it. I would rather not get
some adverse side effect or get a new vaccine
when there is no need for me personally to get it.
Maybe one day the circumstances will change.
• I am young and healthy and created perfect by
Hashem
• I've heard From some doctors I have spoken too
That ultimately it will be like a flu and even after
antibodies wear off you ones body will still know
how to fight it
• I had a bad case of covid & I believe natural
immunity is best immunity. I also believe in
taking steps to boost my immune system like eat
healthy, do exercise, socialize & take vitamins.
Even if I do get covid again I'm confident with
drugs & natural remedies I can fight it.
• Antibodies
• I'm young, and I had covid with very few
symptoms. Considering that I have antibodies
and there is an element of risk in taking a new
vaccine, I would prefer to not take it unless I
absolutely have to.
• I am young and healthy and I already had the
virus. Also there is already easily available
effective treatment options (Only in hospitals
that actually care to save your life rather then
add another covid casualty to their count)
• i had the virus already also there is a lot of
medication out there to help even i get the virus
and also i am in the low forty's and usually even
you get the virus at this age its not much of a big
deal
• I had covid with very minimal side effects. Not
afraid of covid personally because I'm young and
healthy (even though my father who was 70 died
of covid).
• i have antibodies at the moment, so I do not
need to get a vaccine that will give me artificial
antibodies. no one has come against this train of
thought, all I hear is vaccinate vaccinate all day
long, but no one including my doctor has given
me a good reason to vaccinate. traveling is not a
good reason to inject myself with something that
is so new and the effects not yet known. to get
the board of health off the backs of my husbands
yeshiva and my childrens schools is not either a
good enough reason for me to vaccinate at the
moment.
• I am healthy BSD, and I know many many people
that were treated, (not in the hospital setting,)
and were pretty sick. The doctor's
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unconventional treatment almost always is
effective, obviously with help from above.
Because I had it already and it's a small chance I'll
get it again. It's also a small chance of getting it
after the vaccine.
I have not gotten the virus bh until now. If
everyone else is immunized and is protected then
i dont have to worry that im passing it on. and if
everyone is immunized and cant get it, then soon
corona wont be here anymore so why do i need
the vaccine!
I have antibodies
Why take a product that was not it proven that
the benefits out way the risks. Just promises from
Fauci...
I got COVID and I am a very health conscious
persons and my immune system is very strong
I'm young and had the virus
Covid was never a pandemic ,true some ppl got
realy sick from it but they were lacking the right
care and even if we say they got the right care
but still dyed the numbers are still not high
enough to call this a pandemic this vaccine is not
approved it's only EUA this was never an
emergency and there was always better ways to
treat covid so this vaccine is not worth the risk!
I'm young and healthy bh! I already had covid, so
I have antibioties. There's no need for me to be
part of an experiment if my risk of dying is less
than getting struck by lightning
I had Covid in Feb 28, 2020 to March 12, 2020. I
have a high antibody titer which has lasted over 1
year (contrary to the suggestion of the medical
establishment that it lasts only a few months). If
I should get another strain of Covid, taking
doxycycline hyclate 20 mg. 2 X per day will
ensure that I will not get a cytokine storm, and
Covid will merely be a nuisance. This is true for
almost all people.
I am not high risk, and I am young. Anyone I come
into contact with that is of older age or in a risk
category I will happily wear a mask or they are
vaccinated. If it becomes a requirement to have
the vaccine I am not opposed to it totally, nor am
I opposed to people who are at risk of Covid 19
getting the vaccine.
Heard immunity
I have antibodies
I think it is best that the body naturally immune
to it. since there's a 99.9 % chance of recovery.
From the beginning I read a lot and realized that
HCQ and Ivermectin, Vit D and Vit C were

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

effective against the virus. The fact they were
banned all over showed me the gov't and its
string-pullers wanted people to die from the virus
and were pushing everyone to lockdowns, masks,
vaccines, etc. Lost complete trust in anything
they tell us.
Becuase so many ppl didn't even get affected
when they had covid
I had covid minor symptoms
This is gene therapy for depopulation. You have
to be a sheep to take it, sadly.
I had Covid already. The best immunization.
I'm young and healthy bH with antibodies.
I am a healthy 39 year old. Most ppl that died or
were hospitalized were overweight or obese. We
need to change our community's diet and
lifestyle. We do not need a vaccine.
Because it has a very high percentage rate of
survival and there are ways to treat the virus, like
hql, vit d, etc...
I have been actively, consciously building
immunity for quite a long time. b'ezras haShem.
Because I am extremely careful to take care of
myself and my G-d given immune system.
Bcs I already had the virus
got enough antibodies
I've already had covid and believe that getting in
shape and cleaning up my diet is a better defense
I have already had corona. Research shows that
immunity against reinfection lasts far longer than
scientists originally believed. I am also not in an
age group to which coronavirus poses a serious
health concern.
Had it in March 20 ,tested for antibodies had
some in June then I was caretaker for mom and
was very exposed . Been exposed many times
after. Strange though when came in contct with
someone that had it ,I askd him to lve bec. my
head startg hurting! He was postv! .
I have Antibodies - the fact is, since the beginning
of April 2020 After I recovered from The Virus I
am being Tested @ least Twice a week ( I work in
a medical facility) & the results are negative BH thru all these months while Attending to shul
Weddings etc.
I am young and healthy
I already had covid
I HAVE HAD COVID AND HAVE NATURAL
ANTIBODIES
if herd immunity is achieved than i don't need it
I already had COVID
I'm recovered.
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• I am not afraid of getting COVID
• I'm generally a healthy person. I don't take the
flu vaccine either
• I had covid already.
• I M young and was around people with covid a
few times. Did not present symptoms once. And
I'll allow everyone else to get it and prove that it's
safe, then ill maybe take it
• I had my blood tested in March and I still have
antibodies.
• nobody does b/c for 99.5% of the population, the
risks of getting covid and dying are smaller than
the risks of taking the experimental shot and
getting complications. Most healthy people, if
treated effectively and kept OUT of the hospitals,
survived covid in a time when it was much more
rampant and dangerous. I feel the threat has
largely passed due to herd immunity and the risk
of covid is tiny. Anyone who might be in danger
of getting covid should be careful, but their
comorbidities/age put them in the greatest
danger category for an experimental vaccine as
well. Hashem gave us the virus, and the natural
means to fight it and become immune to it. And
besides all of this, the experimental vaccine isn't
even effective, so why risk it at all.
• I had covid already
• I have anti bodies
• I am young, healthy and already have antibodies.
• i had already the virus. & you can see in our
community that people don't get it a 2nd time, so
why should i ?
• age 21
• I have been had 2 positive antibodies tests 10
months apart
• i had covid and was not to sick. and today their is
more help if you need it
• i have antibodies.
• Because I had covid already.
• I am young and bh healthy
• I have anti bodies and I am young and heathy
• because I dont know the effects of the vaccine
and I have antibodies.
• I already had corona so I am immune already.
Why should I still need a vaccine?
• I live in the Holy Land. God protects me.
• i"m afraid
• have anti bodies
• We had the virus and are just fine. It is
completely played up in the media. False
information is being spread around and there's
pressure to take it just because everyone else is.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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•

•
•

That is not a reason to make a proper medical
decision. There should be much more focus and
emphasis on healthy lifestyle and healthy eating
and natural prevention and treatment. There are
medication's out there that people can use if
necessary but there is no reason to inject an
experimental shot for this reason. False
information is being spread around and there is
pressure to take it just because everyone else is.
That is not a reason to make a proper medical
decision. There should be much more focus and
emphasis on healthy lifestyle and healthy eating
and natural prevention and treatment. There are
medication out there that people can use if
necessary but there is no reason to inject an
experimental shot for this reason
Have antibodies
Covid isnt a threat to ANYONE if treated properly.
Start promoting vitamin c , d and zinc. Promote
good health , exercise etc.
Because I'm not at risk
scared of needles:) I am b"h young and healthy so
I think the benefits don't outweigh the risks
no proof whatsoever that it gives better
protection than someone who already had it
I had COVID-19 and had antibodies.
I have antibodies
I believe god gave me an immune system that
works. I think that this virus may need to
organically pass through the population. Trying to
control it is futile we see this by comparing states
with lockdowns and those without
Because 1. I had it already. 2. I believe that most
healthy people at this time could fight it. And the
hospitals are more prepared and know more so
they can treat the patient instead of ignoring or
letting people die due to negligence
Had the Virus. Continue to have a high level of
Antibodies.
I believe like any other virus anti-bodies from the
virus itself are enough to consider the virus nonlife-threatening.
I had the virus already
Because I'm a young person, and I'm healthy, and
there are a lot of - both natural and medical prophylactic medicine to take for prevention of
the covid-19 - and all other corona viruses, so
why do I need it for?
Since I'm Young and healthy (female) AND have
tested for antibodies, (However about the older
and ones at higher risk I think differently)
I am only 21
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I already had the virus
I have antibodies.
I had Covid and have Antibodies
I am young.
I had the virus the same way we get every year
any virus that goes around, I'm young and B''H
healthy, ''and as we saw the covid 19 was
unpreventable sent by above, so to now shift my
view that we could do things about covid is
basically we didnt get the message from above,
the one message from above is Teshuva... Thanks
for giving me the place to bring out my feelings..
i recovered
because there are very effective treatments if
used early as I & so many others have used very
successfully plus there are so many scientific
study's to prove it but pharma wont make
enough billions so it gets suppressed by
government & media
I had covid
https://reut.rs/2OXf4SI
I`ve had the virus already
I have antibodies
have antibodies
Because i had covid as did the majority of the
people I know and the majority of people
recovered
I had corona last March. I had over 200
antibodies then. In the summer I had over 100
antibodies.. Now I have over 100 antibodies again
as per a recent blood test. By the way I heard
(Idon't know if it is true) that the shot prevents
having children.
I think the vaccine is more dangerous than
COVID-19
Because i had already Covid-19. and if they say its
needed for other new strains etc, nobody even
knows if its affective for the new strains...
I had a serious case of it, & I know that many
people who had covid became really sick from
the vaccine.
I've had the virus and tested positive for
antibodies 3 times, most recently in March.
Spoke with my doctor who did not recommend
the vaccine.
Had Covid-19 didn't see any 'prove' that vaccines
are 'more effective' and don't feel getting covid is
more riskt for 'me' to need a vaccine.
Why yes? I"m not concerned to get covid
I was exposed many times,(by my own husband
and others) I still don't have antibodies, so I think
Im immune.

• I believe the vaccine is more dangerous then the
disease
• I have anti-body's
• HAD THE VIRUS AND HAVE ANTIBODY
• Already had it, and not in a high-risk category.
• I had it and there are things more safe that are
more effective
• I am healthy and have a 99% chance of recovery
according to statistics from CDC. Also there are
many therapeutics which have proven to be
effective if used in a timely manner which can
bring recovery to a near 100%.
• Because I had already the virus
• have antibodies and im young so covid in essence
is not a personal threat
• I'm young and healty. No reason for me to take
the vaccine ill only take it if i would be required
• Because I had Covid
• Many reasons, mainly it doesn't make sense to
me based on benefit vs. risk analysis. My
personal experience with viruses has been ok.
Example: As far as I know I have never contracted
the flu, even during years when it was rampant
around me. Even this virus many, many people
around me have contracted it, yet I have no
antibodies as of yet for this virus. In general I am
not the type to buy extra insurance when renting
a car, in case I need it... so here I don't
understand why I should inject stuff into my
bloodstream that may help me in case I get a
virus that may affect me, likely not at any
dangerous level.... And if I get injected it may or
may not protect me for some variant of the virus,
which not sure for how long.... and many others
reasons, too long for me to write, right now.
• I'm afraid it won't work out
• My chances are over 99 percent effective of
being fine. No reason to get myself sick or from a
vaccine for a few days just to not get sick.
• Believe I already had the virus without symptoms
• I had Covid.
• Healthy and Young B"h
• Had the virus and survived. It is entirely possible
to treat naturally. We should always look to
treating naturally with the tools that Hashem
gave us before injecting foreign substances with
toxic ingredients
• I am young and healthy
• I have already had the virus
• if the only thing the vaccine does is giving you
some of the virus, why should people that had
already the virus take the vaccine?
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• Why yes???
• Already had Covid.
• COVID-19 is usually not dangerous, and I'm young
and healthy.
• Already had covid-19, and I am still in the young
20's
• Because I had the virus, have antibodies, and I
don't feel like there's enough proof showing that
I DO need it so i will hold off until proven
otherwise.
• I had covid
• I have antibodies.
• I already had covid
• The mortality rate for for young healthy people
are virtually 0 so there's no point for me taking a
vaccine for it even if it's safe and affective
• I b'h have antibodies and the whole situation was
blown up especially for young and healthy
people. And there's b'h other effective
treatments for covid for example hydroquinone,
plasma, if someone does get it a little stronger.
• I had corona, I had antibodies infusion
• I have antibodies
• Cause I have already antibodies.
• natural anti bodies
• I had covid and was later exposed to covid and
did not get it again.
• I feel the major threat is over
• I am young I don't have comorbidity I wear a
mask all the time in public areas and stores
• I had covid, and for the slight chance of
reinfection i'm not concerned bezras hashem
• I'm young and healthy BH
• I had Covid 19 and still have antibodies. My
doctor feels I do not need the vaccine.
• Because I'm currently immune and when I lose
my immunity, it won't kill me to get a little sick.
• Had covid
• I have been exposed to many ICU level patients
without proper PPE and nothing has happened.
• I have antibodies
• According to CDC 99.9 survive
• I had Covid.
• I asked my doctor and he said I don't need it
since I have antibodies even after 1 year. I'm
young and healthy. I'll ask him again if I know I
don't have antibodies.
• Young and healthy and have antibodies
• I'm young and strong and have anti body's
• I am young and healthy and want really affected
when I had covid.

• I already had covid and I am young. Being that I
am wary of its safety I feel like I'm better off
without it.
• I have antibodies.
• Although I was weak and sick for a number of
days, I recovered, and don't think vaccinating is
worth the risk
• Already have antibodies
• A virus that has a 98.9 survival rate doesn't need
a vaccine
• Because who said it's effective
• Young and healthy and I have an immune system
• since I already have the antibodies
• I'm not in a high risk group, and I already had (an
extremely mild case of) Covid.
• I'm young and healthy and feel that if I get Covid I
can fight it naturally
• I already recovered from corona
• I had the virus
• I have antibodies
• I already had covid, and I have anti bodies
• Because I had it
• I had covid and bh recovered
• If I had Corona, why do I need a vaccine? Do you
give a chickenpox vaccine to someone who
already had chickenpox?
• Other like other vaccines (which I do take) this
was approved very quickly without any proper
testing, and there is side effects as well and I'm
A healthy young man that bh have a strong
immune system which there is not need to put
myself in something that there is even a %1
question about the safety of it
• I had covid,I'm healthy and under the age of 30
• I had covid already I think I'm covered
• I already had covid, which means my body
naturally knows how to fight it off.
• Cause I had COVID already
• Risk/reward. Covid had treatments and effect a
small percent of people vs a non-FDA approved
vaccine that we just don't know enough about.
• Colloidal silver, D3, Zinc, lots of VitaminC,
Awareness and utter distrust of those with an
(eugenics) point of view who have invested in it,
Massive conflicts if interest of gov't w/economic
interests, bullying &total absence of transparency
• I have antibodies and I trust my body
• because data of deaths and hospitalizations of
the past year has shown that if you are not old or
sick with any other conditions you don't have to
worry.
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• I have antibodies, and I'm young and healthy.

What else would you like to tell us about the
reasons why you will probably or definitely not get
the vaccine?
• Too much power/control on the people, wearing
masks, showing vaccine card
• Right now I am on a steroid and for now was
advised to wait. I have nothing against the
vaccine and hope to be able to get it soon. I'm
afraid many others that are anti won't even take
the time to fill this out. But I appreciate this very
much.
• At this time I will not be getting the vaccine as we
still know very little about the possible side
effects that may stem from the vaccine, longterm or short term. It is of my opinion that
everyone needs to ask their Dr & religious leader
whether they should take it, & it should be
decided on a case by case individual basis.
• Being that I already had covid and I'm in no rush
to get the vaccine perhaps new years down the
line in the future as more people get the vaccine
and more information the research becomes
available I will choose to get it then, but
definitely not at this point where it's just two
new
• Becuse there is no long term study on it and its
political motivations
• Its on haltey and dangerous
• Not sure if i got Covid right away last year after
purim. Got pretty sick then, but never got tested,
and it's over a year since then, and I've been
around so many people everyday without a mask
and BH never gotten sick, so why take a vaccine?
• No point if you had covid
• I don't think it's safe
• It's all political
• Also looks very political.
• Doctor Zimmerman said that it's not safe
• Only time will make it more reliable, same as all
other vaccines.
• I never had the virus, and I'm really afraid of side
affects. I had spoken to my Dr and she told me
after getting vaccinated, she wasn't sure she will
survive the next day.
• Had covid already
• I will probably be getting once it will be approved
by the CDC (but not when it's only emergency
approved)

• For me, the longer the wait the better. Definitely
don't think it's an end all solution yet, especially
given new strains. And since I already had covid, I
assume the antibodies I have are better than
from the vaccine.
• As long I don't see covid as a threat to me cuz I'm
young and healthy I don't see a reason to get the
vaccine.
• Main thing is to wait it out , everyday there is
new information coming out. J&J being a concern
& Pizer needing a booster etc.
• I have no reason to get the vaccine. I'm not
scared of getting covid again.
• Because its agenda driven. No factual data.
People are enriching themselves on our behalf.
• Not tested in regards to pregnant and lactating
women, and the effects on fertility
• I had covid already so I am naturally immune.
Risk of covid for me is less than the risk of
vaccine. Even though I am reasonably sure it is
safe and effective, why take a chance Now? Wait
until full fda approval. If I was over 70 and hadn't
had covid yet, I would certainly have gotten the
vaccine
• I will wait a reasonable time to see the side
affects and what benefit I'm getting for taking it
• Anti body remain there forever.
• The virus is too new to know the full scope and if
it will come back as strong , as of now it doesn't
look like it was like all the other extremely
dangerous diseases we had
• If you took the vaccine you may be entitled to
compensation.
• I have antibodies so there's no reason to get the
vaccine!
• Look at the j&j and tell me why I should
• The way the vaccine is marketed and coerced (in
many places the % vaxxed is the condition to get
your freedoms back). Also the yoyo we've
experienced with this whole thing the past year
and a half takes away every single bit of trust we
had in the government
• Cause you're pushing for it, tell me how much
kickback money you got for this???
• Sadly, much of this has became political & I
simply don't trust what we are told. I think this
has been overplayed for political purposes
• The virus changes. What's the point?
• Waiting for more people to get vaccinated
• I believe having had covid there is immunity
• Too much politics involved with the Pandemic. I
don't trust most of the information regarding
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current threat level of corona and effectiveness
and safety of the vaccine because of the above.
If I have antibodies to covid19 why would I need
the vaccine? Same idea like chickenpox, measles,
mumps, polio. Etc.
Made to quickly and there is so much we can do
to treat Covid now there is no reason to inject
something in my body that "might" be effective
I have antibodies
Don't like things I'm hearing and seeing about it
I think it's about money and control
Science used to tell us that having the actual
illness is the most effective way of getting
antibodies. Why has this changed? And why are
people who were deathly ill still advised to get
the vaccine?
My blood test recently showed I still have
antibodies for COVID 19 virus.
Mother forbade me from taking it
I heard of people getting very sick or died after
getting vaccinated
Never believe something not researched at least
a person's lifetime (95+ years) , and Never trust
people with own interests especially when the
interest has alot of money involved
Cause I had coronavirus already Don't feel a need
to take vaccine
It should never been mandatoried
Already had COVID.
Vaccines are new and research is limited. Some
studies suggest it is fatal.
Fertility concerns
The rebba told me not to get it and I don't think I
need it since I had rona already
On the fence about the vaccine, have to wait to
have more info. I'm nervous about long term side
effects and issues it can cause in the future in
regards to pregnancy. Also, believe Covid has
become political and is not as a threat as the
media, politicians, and US gov. make it seem. And
lastly, this vaccine is not a mRNA vaccine but a
gene vaccine
I don't know that someone who had covid-19 still
needs a vaccine.
Too much bad feedback
All meds is always tested on animals for years....
Now its ok to have the vaccine in place in a few
months times and is being tested on humans?
Why is the govt pushing so much to have
everybody take it or else....

• We long I don't need to fly I will probably not
take it the vaccine if I need to leave the country
and will need to be vaccinated I will take it
• I'm not against it, just don't feel the need for it.
Also not clear if you can't carry the virus after
being vaccinated. If I could still carry it, then
what's the point?
• I might need one to enter a foreign country or
other political reason. Then I would get it.
• If I won't be able to fly without taking the vaccine
• I dont feel it's necessary due to the fact i has
covid already amd therfore even though it's in
minute risk I don't feel it is necessary
• My doc did not give the ok yet
• Not tested enough, no underlying health
conditions B"H
• I was exposed several time to COVID but I never
got it and I have no antibodies I do not think that
everyone can get the virus
• Scared of the long term effects
• It's still an experiment
• Don't believe in the way it is being forced onto
us. Don't believe it's that effective and believe it's
mostly political and money making Don't believe
in it due to having to wear masks after and still
obeying covid rules AND heard personally of a
few case where someone took both doses and
then got it anyway and pretty bad
• I'm scared of the side effects and before a few
years you can't know what the outcome will be
• See the comments what I wrote before,
• I'm very scared of needles.
• The main reason is because it's being forced upon
us.
• Not enough information yet
• I have antibodies I dotn think the vaccine has
more lasting immunity then covid itself And 2ndly
if I know this is the last and only time that I'll
need to take it, I would consider taking it Now I
hear that they want to give it every year Now
thats nothing related to the current corona
situation Thats also y I won't take it at this time
• I might be allergic to the vaccine (I have an
allergies history)
• I think i made it pretty clear. Will you also share
the dangers of vaccines?? Such as for ppl who
already had covid or for pregnant women...?? Or
it's only important to convince EVERYONE that
it's safe?? We know you have big corporations
sponsoring this vaccine agenda. Enjoy the
money!
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• Unknown long term effects and effects on
childbearing (this is not based on false WhatsApp
rumors about fertility, rather based on lack of
extensive testing throughout the
pregnancy/nursing/fertility cycle). Once they
have gathered more evidence over time that the
vaccine is safe on this population, I will have no
problem getting it.
• I took the MMR a few times and my blood work
shows I'm not immuned I'm afraid the same will
be with covid 19 vaccines
• Why is it that the ebola vaccine took so long to
get APPROVED in 2019 which is much after the
December 2013 to January 2016 outbreak as
opposed to the Covid vaccine which got approved
(emergency use authorization/not approved) in
record time.........
• Unless antibodies drop or Covid remains a long
term threat, why yes?
• Right now there is a limit of vaccines, give it to
those that need or really want it. And it is still an
experiment.
• There's no need. I have antibodies. Besides, the
fact that Pfizer now says we need a third shot to
make it work just proves how silly this entire
matter is.
• Bh having covid with comorbitities there was
treatment .no need for a vaccine that has a
higher death rate than the illness itself especially
when there is treatment
• I strongly believe that there is a lot of politics
involved and the truth is not told to the general
public
• I had covid. If it turns into an annual thing, like
the flu shot, maybe I'll get it. But for this round
I'm ok
• The government shouldn't be forcing people. If
anyone is afraid of covid they are more then
welcome to get it themselves
• Already had Covid, not very concerned about
getting it again, as more people get the vaccine
we will reach herd immunity and Covid will be
over
• This vaccine is severely dangerous!! It is not a
vaccine and was never intended as a vaccine. It's
a Bio-Weapon! Shame on all the Askunim that
promote something so dangerous. I believe in
Hashem. Askunim these days are worse than the
Judenrat!!! Hatzolah has NERVE to promote this
Covid Vaccine!!! Who's paying Hatzolah for
advertising? Always follow the money!!

• There's no evidence that it's completely safe and
wouldn't make any harm for the future.
• Really scary to the point of control the
government has.. and blocking even medical
professionals that dare to differ.. who is not
awake here?
• I might take it, but not very soon. I'll rather wait a
while and see how it works out.
• They need more research
• I believe I have antibodies
• Safety-the fact the studies required frequent
pregnancy tests for participants is a red flag and I
would like to have children one day. Isnt natural
immunity better than artificial immunity?
• Zero trust in govmt and the "experts". They
would rather see ppl die (banning HCQ) to further
they're agenda.
• I don't think I need it , I had a heavy case of
COVID and got high antibodies and even checked
it twice since then and still have high antibodies
• I don't trust WHO & the CDC. There's some major
corruption going on behind scenes & in the
hospitals too. I know that cuz my father almost
died in NYU from corona & was in a coma for
almost 6 months. The hospital almost killed him.
B"h he's alive but has like a hospital in his home
now & aged about 50 yrs.. I saw firsthand how
we can't trust the hospitals & they don't really
mean the patients well-being. Even now that
they don't let a patient have a close one at his
side during the evening & through the night &
barely any visitors (what about anyone that has
12 kids & all children want a chance to see
him/her? It's not safe letting anyone go to a
hospital these days. They are better off having a
24 hr nurse in their own home with a trusted
private Dr. overlooking their health.
• Its horrifying to see these vaccines being tested
on humans. People just don't know that they are
the ones being experimented on.
• I'm pretty pro-vax, I even get the flu shot most
years. But I don't trust anything coming out of
the government these days, and the vaccines
were developed very fast. Who knows what side
effects develop later?
• Been around too short to know side effects
• I don't believe anyone has our best interest in
mind when it comes to Covid actions. I do believe
that there is a lot of self interest on the part of
government leaders and drug companies who
have proven to be ruthless in the past.
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• Having adverse reactions to covid is scary. Having
adverse reactions to an experiment that i have
singlehandedly put myself into is still scarier. I
think the vaxx is a decision ppl should research
and hopefully receive 1000% transparency, some
in my family took it and i fully supported their
choice, however I'm not confident at all in the
miracle of this specific vaxx, tasteless ads of
kriyas yam suf nonwithstanding ü§Æ
• In general I get vaccinated, but this vaccine was
rushed to completion. I hope that more
adjustments will be made Goethe safety of the
vaccine.
• I had the virus. I believe I'm immuned
• Although the percentage is low: there are too
many people getting covid-19 shortly after
getting the vaccine, including my wife, and too
many getting very siick, and worse after getting
the vaccine.
• We don't know the side effects of it at this time.
Why is it being so promoted & almost forced?
Something doesn't add up. Let us have free
choice regarding our health.
• there is lots of info about side affects what its
against the halacha
• In general I don't believe in getting vaccinated
just because there is a vaccine available. I don't
usually get the flu shot and would not vaccinate
my kids for flu if it wasn't mandated. I'm not
against vaccines but have had negative
experiences with side effects as well as efficacy
and would rather build natural immunity for
diseases that are mostly not life threatening or
with severe side effects. For diseases like polio,
measles, mumps etc I am really thankful that
there are vaccines and do give to my children.
• unknown long term risks, no medical benefit
personally, I'm more likely to suffer a serious
adverse incident or death from the vaccine
(albeit maybe 1/100,000) than from covid, most
of the info put out about the vaccines are lies
(although the vaccines do work, albeit not the
95% number being touted), and the early
treatments are far superior with a known safety
profile, and there is clear political interference
and pressure behind the covid vax movement
• I work at keeping my immune system strong,
already for many years.
• It's not definite but forsure needs a lot more time
to see it's effectiveness and that no knew side
effects suddenly pop up like have been
happening with some of the vaccines.

• I have problems getting vaccines
• It isn't necessary. Covid is not a death threat for
people in my age group.
• Because it started with lies and banning Dr.
Zelenko , taking away his licence after he helped
so many people bh , including family members ,
just to make sure that the propaganda about the
vaccine will go through , and after this his
protocol became kosher again ,
• as above...and I/'We the people' (which you are
blatantly denying...) could go on (if YOU were
only willing to be open-minded, transparent,
non-agenda etc) ... like all the tests studies from
sars-1 era are KNOWN to have caused massive
ADE with the animal trials causing most to die
ETC - WHY DON'T YOU JUST DO A DROP OF
RESEARCH...? "WE THE [JEWISH] PEOPLE" ARE
FED UP WITH YOUR COMPLIANCE ETC - STOP
PUTTING YOUR HEAD IN THE SAND...WHO do you
think YOU are FOOLING? AND MAIN THING RETRACT NOW - if its not too late already... N - O
- W !!!
• NEVER BEEN TESTED LIKE ALL OTHERS,
• The long-term effects are not known yet
• Simply don't see the need.
• there are many effective treatment modalities
and medicines that have found much success in
combating the virus if caught early enough
• I would like to stay away from it unless
something changes that would make me feel that
it is safer/more important to get it than not.
• I want/need more time to see how it will play
itself out. I.e. Johnson & Johnson vaccine was put
on pause. I would like to see what the future
holds for all the vaccines.
• Would love to see in a year or 2 what side effects
there is or at all
• Not enough research
• the efficacy of the vaccine have not been proven.
• I'm not high risk and the mask mandate remains
so I have to wear my mask anyway.
• I lost trust in the government & medical world.
They're both corrupt & full of politics
• My grandfather got the vaccine after
quarantining for a year. He developed Covid 10
days later and died!!
• The former VP of Research at Pfizer has warned
the world that the vaccine is a time bomb.
• I would recommend that some people do get it.
But I don't think it is necessary for someone with
my age and health.
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• The fact that lots of social media accounts are
being censored left n right just for reporting
negative side affects from vaccine is very
alarming , to say the least. And I've read
hundreds of personal testimonies of womens
cycles being terrible affected. It scares the ***
out of me. They always say "trust your gut"...
This just doesn't feel right to me. Especially after
the way covid was handled for the past yr...
• Bad reactions Still need restrictions, even after
the vaccine. Now pfizer is saying a 3rd dose will
be needed. Not enough data on long term effects
• If the point of the vaccine is to build immunity,
for whatever reason would I need it? I also know
that herd immunity is achieved when 80% of the
population is immune, I believe my community
reached the 80% threshold. I recently checked
for antibodies after one year and its still there. I
know that it's possible that the CDC will halt
these antibody tests...well...
• scared of infertility
• If the FDA wont take responsibility for this
vaccine, I wont take it.
• I know too many who have died after dose two of
sudden death and too many menstrual issues. I
am against forcing this experiment! .
• Too many people are reporting side effects and
im simply scared.
• Too many people have had side effects or died
(2000+) from the vaccine and I'll probably be the
0.1% since I'm very sensitive to drugs in general.
I'm also child bearing age and the method of the
vaccine affects fertility although doctors have not
been upfront about it and it upsets me.
• Over the past year, the medical professionals
were wrong about almost everything related to
corona virus. We developed underground healing
protocols which kept pretty much everyone who
contracted the virus alive with a quick recovery.
Most medical professionals still scoff at these
protocols. There are some doctors in certain
hospitals who will advise their patients to take
these medications but cannot do so on record for
fear they may lose their jobs. Corona virus
vaccines have been in the process of
development for MANY years and have NEVER
been able to be tested on humans since they
were not considered safe enough. Pfizer just
unblinded the placebo group after 6 months
(which in addition to being totally unethical, also
means that there will be no way to asses long
term affects). The very institution that was
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"brought to their knees" just a year ago now
suddenly knows with such smugness exactly what
to do. Too many suspicious things to me.
Furthermore, the forcing of people to vaccinate
before a proper approval is very concerning to
me. Anyone has the right to take an experimental
drug. But not to force, coerce or shame those
who dont.
I'm going nervous to get sick again
I dont believe a young and healthy person under
the age of 30 should take the vaccine. When you
can fight it naturally and develope antibodies.
There has been no testing of long term effects
and zero liability on the part of the drug
companies if there are problems
unless I am strongly recommended by my rabbi
or doctor, I will not be taking it.
I don't know how safe it is
Everything is politics and money nobody cares
about health and wellness of anyone
Until i see how everyone is in 5 plus years I don't
see a reason to be another guinea pig. My
grandmother just died of stroke complications
which she got 9 days after a second dose of
Moderna after she had antibodies!
I'm hoping to get pregnant, and there's been
cases of miscarriage
I already had covid
i would like to wait and see in the next year
I think i had covid before there were tests
available to confirm it. I think natural immunity
probably outweighs any protection a vaccine may
provide.
BezH,we feel that Hashem is taking away this
magical just as Hashem brought it Therefore
bezH,we feel it is on it,s way out,bezH,with
chested and rachamim,without the
vaccine,Amein!, kayn yehee Ratzon!
It's not tested, Not proven, Something that was
NEVER allowed! And it's not even fully approved!
Only emergency approval.
I might take it if it seems to help for long term
covid effects
This method of combating illness is too new and
the possible impact and benefits are yet to be
seen. There are 2 actual vaccines currently, one
in Europe and one from China. The approval for
the mRNA is only an emergency approval and not
yet FDA approved or fully vetted. According to
the CDC's own website, there have been many
reactions, illnesses, and even deaths and, even
the website says, the number of reactions are
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always underreported. I would rather work from
home and limit exposure etc than take that kind
of chance with myself or my family.
I believe that the chance of getting virus again is
similar to whether you received vaccine or virus.
I don't think it's ok to play Russian roulette with
my body. Some people are getting very bad side
effects and or dying.
The truth is not out in the open it is being
covered up.
Cues I'm using my brain and I sew in past year
that no data and no politician and no one of the
big dr. R reliable and there is only 1 way to stay
alive when we listen to our rabbis and they
showed us how important shuls and moisdes are
to stay open and this is the reason y covid started
to slow down last year after peisach not the
vaccine and not the quarantine only god helped
us and he will help us further
Every day i hear of more testimony from people
that suffered severe side affects from the
vaccine, and from people being around those
that got the vaccine and got sick, hospital nurses
said they got bad covid cases from people who
had the vaccine! Main reason though is still the
manipulation and lies from government/ media
and the like....
After hearing what Bill gates says about
decreasing world population and him funding
Pfizer, and fauci being corrupt, and big pharma
being notorious for their scandals, the lack of
animal and human trials, the dangerous
chemicals in the vaccines, mRNA, the gov and big
tech pushing the vax, all the shady stuff
surrounding covid, therefore I'm confident covid
and the vaccine are a hoax and the gov and big
pharma do not have our best interests in mind,
whether they're doing it for money or for control
over us, basically I'm not taking the fauci ouchy
no matter what
If guidelines and studies will change i will
probably get it
Lack of safety
I am wondering about the effects the vaccine has
on young women.
If vaccinated person can get COVID-19 any way,
but in the mild form and did not know they got
sick, they will make sick people around them. It
will only spread COVID-19, not stop it
this will be just like sars or other infections that
has come out, they come and go!!!!!! its like
getting strep, there are meds that we can take.
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stay active and stop the stupid mask wearing and
if there are those that are "AFRAID" let them stay
with the mask on forever !!!! and breath their
germs. i know of too many people that had worse
disaster going to the hospital then staying home
and getting in house treatment.
Don't trust the government to tell the truth. I
believe its all about the pharma companies
making money. Now they say you will need
another vaccine in a year. Its been a year since I
had Covid and about a month ago I still had
antibodies. A minority of people develop
complications, 99% recover, so what's the rush
for the vaccine. I refuse to let the media put fear
in me.
I'll wait and see the results
Its a big scam
When all countries and the Health Department's
have 100% trust in it and people that are
vaccinated don't have to wear masks or can
travel with no issue then I myself will have trust
in it but until their trust is weak I don't think it's
safe yet to take it
i don't think young people should take it !
I think there's not enough study on the vaccine it
was tested on human beings and people that I
know have covid took the vaccine got sick again
There is no long term data about the side affects
of the vaccine
It's dangerous. Many people have suffered from
its effects. Furthermore, healthy people don't
need a vaccine. Also, long term safety studies
have NOT been done.
There's no reason why I would need to inject
myself with something that's a trial and hasn't
been approved by the FDA. I've heard too many
stories of ppl dropping dead, terrible side effects
and I trust Hashem will take care of me
I'll only take it if I must have it. As of now, I don't
feel that I have to.
I am very concerned about the possible side
effects. Also, we don't know how they will affect
a person in the future. I am totally against it.
They don't care about our health, it's just Money
making business!
As I said before, there is no reason for this
experimental vaccine. It is a political gambit. The
only people who are benefiting are the vaccine
manufacturers and their henchmen. Further, this
experimental vaccine has more deaths reported
to VAERS in the few months it's been around
than in the last decade from all other vaccines. It
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is not a vaccine by the standard meaning of the
term but a genetic therapy product and
numerous serious injuries as well as deaths are
being reported by people following receiving the
experimental vaccine already. Hashem yerachem
- who knows what the future holds for people
who've gotten it.
Many people are dying from it. The media and
the government are hiding information about
side effects and about treatments.
I have a problem when government pushing me
to get vaccines
We already know that thousands have been
killed from the shot and tens of thousands
mamed. We are expecting much more deaths in
the next 6 months to 2 years from ADE, cancer,
brain damage, and other tragic illnesses caused
by the shot.
Natural immunity
Not relative to how fast the vaccine was made.
It's more about what is trying to be done with the
vaccine. In general, since election fraud and all
that is going on in the biden administration, that
he is not fit to be president but being used as a
pawn to get the bitter dems policies out. I have a
very strong gut feeling that the current vaccines
are really there to hurt us, whether to infertile
woman and men so they can have a hold on
furthering the generations or just by killing off or
maiming so many more. Not statistics, but real
life stories keep proving that even though so
many took and little got affected. How do I know
who will get affected. Will it be me or my close
ones, family etc. Unfortunately I and many others
have lost trust in dr faltchi and the government.
We see communism entering our lives and there
is definitely significant data in the vaccine and
otherwise to prove that. The biden
administration is all about choice but not
anymore. Everything has become and will
become executive orders. America has lost its
freedom and our Jewish and state officials are
bending into this. Therefore I will NOT vax myself
nor my close ones and family. I do NOT trust the
vaccine nor what the officials say in the
affirmative about it. And there are many like me.
I don't trust the vaccine. It was rushed to be
created for political reasons.
I have an autoimmune disease and it could be
dangerous for me
we will have to wait for sure 5 years to see how it
works

• This virus and everything ... It's all political!! It's
was put out purposely with an agenda!! The
vaccine isn't here to protect us at all! Many
people deathly sick after taking the vaccine! It's
all big pharma controlling and people gotta open
there eyes and see truthfully what's going on!
• I don't fully understand why if I have antibodies
why I should still take the vaccine, after all
everything that is effective can potentially have
side effects, but the benefit may outweigh the
risk, this gamble should be done when you see
that the antibodies are no more in the body, I do
plan to monitor myself to see if I still have
antibodies, if not, then I can consider then taking
the vaccine according to the status of the safety
being stated then by the medical establishment
• Those who are pushing the vaccine are proven to
have evil intentions, making it non-sensible to
touch it. Also they have been lying to us the
whole year so they are not to be trusted
• I will only get it if it is mandatory in order for me
to go to work.
• Ive been told that it can cause infertility and it
isn't yet even proven effective!!! It was
developed at way to of a quick pace to be able to
be tested and proven safe,and the main of
population isnt even at risk
• I alwayq have side affects
• Fear of the unkown
• I listen to outlets that are into "alternative
medicine", more the natural way of living. They
are very very ANTI the vaccine and at this point,
there is no way I'll get it. It is very political and
not even 100% tested.
• Research i have seen so far is conflicting
• I don't have much information one way or
another ... so until it is not mandatory I feel that I
can get away with it
• I feel like it's all political and there is no way to
trust anything from anyone anymore! It's
unfortunate but it seems there is an agenda and
they are pushing a vaccine which many ppl have
had several side effects to for a virus that if
treated properly and early enough has a 99
percent survival rate
• I don't want to be the giunea pig and find out in a
few years from now that health or fertility issues
were due to my taking the vaccine. I would like to
see more concrete research and studies so that I
know what my risks are before taking the
vaccine. I am not against vaccines per se.
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• I will not get vaccine as long as it's not fda
approved. Many times once it goes through the
regular testing there are still side effects and
vaccine need to be tweaked how much more so a
vaccine that wasn't even tested for safety yet
why would I take that risk over covid that isn't as
dangerous
• I am very nervous
• It is NOT FDA approved. It is NOT a vaccine. It is
an experiment approved only for emergency use,
with many reported side effects that seem to be
ignored in order to force those of us with
concerns to keep quiet. There are no long term
safety studies on this injection. It does NOT
prevent infection or transmission. I will not
submit to being part of an experiment that does
not give informed consent that it is part of phase
4 of a drug trial.
• The Panic that the medical world made and even
Hatzalah has done damage that needs to be
taken care more then a vaccine !
• I will possibly take it eventually, I simply don't
feel that I have to be from the first once to take it
• Maybe in the future I'll get it because they just
found out that the J&J vaccine can cuz blood clots
so eventually whit the years it will be all cleared
out
• I am concerned with the long-term possible side
effects. If I get the vaccine it will not be until at
least next year.
• It's all politicized
• I'm in perfect health now I don't need to
jeopardize my safety for irrational fear
• if you take the right vitamins and medications the
virus wont cause you any damage if the vaccine
has side effect on you its very dangerous
• I've heard of people that died soon after getting
the vaccine
• Would take once regular available and
recommend by doctors and professionals
• I'm pregnant and am sceard of side affects.
• See Dr Andrew Kaufman See Children's health
defense website See Dr Vernon Coleman See
Prof Delores Cahill
• We don't know enough about it. Look what just
happened with Johnston and Johnston......
• The government bet on the vaccine over a cure
or medication and there were huge amounts of
money at stake when the vaccines were
approved.
• They are trying to get everyone to use the
vaccine but it is already showing in people who
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took it at the beginning that the effects are
wearing off.
Because The whole covid19 is a nothing it's a
virus that has a 99.7 survival rate! I've had it
twice! It's like a bad cold where I lose taste and
sense. That's it!
I'm young
The survival rate of covid is higher than the rate
of the vaccine being safe and effective
it was made in a very fast time frame and now
you see what happened to jj vaccine that it was
recalled so you don't know if it will be a recall to
the other vacineeies in the near future
There's some deaths from it, side effects,
medical problems, and was said that it can
potentially do long term damage in the inside
This vaccine may kill on the long term. Especially
the elderly, no matter how many years elapsed.
Most concerned about the rush, and the way it is
being pushed onto people to take
its too new & still an experiment
I dont trust the vaccine because it is very new.
My spouse will probably get the vaccince. If the
vaccine becomes mandatory i would get the
vaccine and wouldnt put up a fight.
Something is very wrong. They are forcing ppl to
get it. Something sounds extremely fishy about
the whole thing. So far almost all the covid rules
make no sense. .... and now that it's relatively
quiet why are they forcing everyone to take
it???????
Don't know about the side effects. I hear it can
affect fertility.
not until its proven 100% safe
the Israeli govt backs it
Need to see the vaccine effectiveness in the next
year or so
I'm scared it might effect fertility or cause birth
defects/miscarriage
It has harmed so many people I know. I know
people that would have lived a long life had they
not died from the vaccine. Health should be the
focus and a vaccine does not improve one's
health.
Concern about animal studies post mRNA
vaccination that showed enhanced autoimmune
reaction post vaccination after exposure to virus
in the wild
afraid of any potential harm or long term side
effects
I am young and healthy BH. I have had COVID and
therefore currently have antibodies (checked via
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bloodtest). I am not ruling it out for the future,
but right now, the very minimal risk I have of
COVID does not justify the potentially unknown
risks of the vaccine.
Asking (or G-d forbid REQUIRING) those for
whom covid causes mild symptoms to get a risky,
never before used treatment without a full
understanding of its long-term side effects is
irresponsible.
I think the small hypothetical risk there is for
young fertile women is not reason enough to
take vaccine for a virus that My body already
fought.
I'd prefer that Hatzolah get an audit from top to
bottom before sending out surveys.
There is nowhere near enough space. I don't
even know where to start. There are so many
reputable doctors and. more importantly,
reputable Orthodox Rabbis (with backing from
Torah sources) who are adamantly against it. It's
nothing but a population control tool. Jews are
not sheeple; we think with our heads for
ourselves and examine pro's and con's carefully.
When has government had out best interest in
mind? Ha-ha. "Pandemic" is manufactured.
People are not awake and blindly following
orders. Masks do nothing. Fauci is the biggest
idiot. It's all political. Lockdowns have destroyed
economy.
Seems that even if vaccine is effective it will need
continuos boosts.
There is no scientific debate allowed and the
relentless censorship creates a situation where
only one side is heard and that's called
propaganda. The pressure on people to take it is
insane! Lies about the FDA approval (see the
MoH's website), no informed consent - none of
these are good reasons to get enrolled in a
clinical study. Safe and effective treatments are
banned! And most of all it doesn't stop infection,
nor transmission but people are bullied into a
two tier society. Those who got it are not any
safer to be around than those who didn't. The
green tag is a manipulation so Bibi can hand over
the Jews to Pfizer,..he needs to meet his quota, ..
now going after the children,... the survival rate
for the younger age group according to the CDC is
over 99%! According to Halacha you are not
supposed to get a "vaccine"( this is not a vaccine)
or any treatment unless it benefits you. Also
check out the Pele Yoetz that says if out of 100
doctors 98 say take it, and only 2 say don't , don't
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do anything, just wait and see. That is the halacha
and there are more than 2 doctors who say this
injection has not been properly safety tested. The
long term effects are unknown and there is
evidence of short term harm to too many people
to count. Etc etc. I could go on.
If it is as great as they say, why are all scientists
and doctors who have a different point of view
silenced. Why is there tremendous pressure to
get it? Death rate for under 75 is almost 0, why
are they pushing so hard for it. Why is it tied into
agenda 21 and NWO
I dont think its so effective for ppl that had Covid
and I am concerned about many side effects.
check out vaers and the side affects, injuries, and
deaths which were reported in these few months
after covid vaccinations.
It's too new to know if it's effective as a vaccine. I
am not interested in being a "test" for it. In the
past, the vaccines were around much longer to
prove their effectiveness and info for whom it
was okay and not okay we're known before it was
given to the gen population.
I lost trust in both government and the medical
profession. I had experience with doctors who
pushed drugs - from antibiotics (a doctor who
refused to consider a different antibiotic despite
the fact that it wasn't working and harmed my
child) to more harmful treatments (doctors who
wanted to go to extremes when natural cures
were just as or more effective) - apparently
without concern for the harm they did. I am NOT
an anti vaxxer and I DO believe medicine has its
place, but I developed a healthy skepticism. I am
taking a wait-and-see approach, and if I feel the
vaccine is warranted for ME, I will consider it
again when it has a track record.
Politicians and medical professionals like Dr.
Fauci say even 30 days after you get the vaccine
you still need to wear a mask. When people in
charge say things that make no sense it
invalidates everything they say.
Because you still have to wear a mask after
receiving the vaccine
G-d is protecting me, I haven't had Covid and
hopefully won't get it
The risk of Covid to the average young person is
very minor
I don't know what, if any, long term
consequences it will have
I have read extensively from alternative sites
about possible medium-long term serious
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negative effects (ADE, immune escape). mRNA
technology never used before. MOST IMPORT.
there are medical treatment which are very
effective, primarily IVERMECTIN, and
hydroxychoroqune. with Zinc, D3. Dr Pierre
Kory, Dr. Phillip Marik, Dr. Simone Gold, Dr.
Sherry Tenpenny, Dr. Zelenko and more
Americas Frontline Doctors. Vaccines NOT
APPROVED. only for emergency use only.
Vaccines cannot be mandatory PARTICULARLY
WHEN THERE ARE MEDICAL THERAPEUTIC
EFFECTIVE TREATMENTS. I am extremely
upset that Bibi Netanyahu pushed this on 5
million or more Israeli's and the green passport.
He has 30 year confidentiality agreement
(gag order) with Pfizer, 30 years!! An
extreme comment I read online is that the
mRNA vaccines are "Auschwitz in a needle". I
am not all knowing but would not be
surprised if people started dying in 3-6
months or even in two years.. I am 74 years
old and no comorbidities, and I will never
take any of the current vaccines. Never.
Considering taking Ivermectin for prophylaxis
due to age and worry about common problem
of "long haulers". One of my doctors is a long
hauler, She is 53 and suffering still since one
year ago. My Chabad rabbi was very sick at
home, A parent brought him Ivermectin, and
one pill at night, and the next day he was
miraculously better. Had not eaten in 8 days
lost 20 lbs. Miraculous. not running around,
but TREMENDOUS IMPROVEMENT THE
FOLLOWING DAY AFTER ONE IVERMECTIN AT
NIGHT.
Non mainstream media has hundreds of stories
how menstrual cycles have been crazy messed up
after the vaccine. Even for ppl living with those
who got it and didn't get it themselves. I won't
take a chance with fertility
It's still experimental and there are many people
being harmed by it. It should only be considered
by individuals in high risk categories without any
heart related or blood conditions.
Having antibodies I feel I dont need to rush to get
it before more info is in.
I have an allergy that contraindicated
Past experience with vaccines. My child was
injured 15 years ago.
need to wait a bit longer for side effects

• It doesn't work! People still get Corona with the
vaccine no one says that it is Also to new to say it
safe
• I understand there's two ways to see this here..to
me Hashem created me with everything I need.
The ppl behind the experimental shot called the
covid vaccine are not good people & they are not
God fearing people. The way the shot is
manufactured is done in ways not in alignment at
all with the jewish way of life. it's heartbreaking
& nauseating. I think if our rabbis knew more
they may not be saying to take it. Everyone can
of course do what makes them happy because at
the end of the day Hashem will protect us
regardless of what we do or do not put into our
bodies...but after doing my hishtadlut in regards
to researching this shot & how it was made, it's
potential side effects, & it's effectiveness, &
weighing that with the actual virus called COVID
which I am sure we were all exposed to at this
point, I will take my chances & prefer to get the
actual virus
• Don't trust fouchi
• I've seen too many aide effects especially to
women's health. I will not get the vaccine until
there is more reliable studies on the effects of
the vaccine. Another reason not to get the
vaccine, is cuz I'll still need to wear a mask after I
get the vaccine
• See previous answer-no one is addressing the
previous infected recovered patients and only
concerned about the decreasing numbers of not
yet affecteds
• I'm not very much pro vaccines in general and I
don't think I should rely on anything that anyone
says about this virus. Even the biggest experts
keep on changing their minds on how this Virus is
going. So I would wait a 10-20 years to decide
• Some studies have shown that it may affect
fertility.
• My natural immune system that Hashem created
will protect me better than any man made
vaccine or other pharmaceutical can.
• There is to give or take a vaccine for something
that I have a 99.98 % chance of survival. On top
of which I got covid a year a go and recently
checked and i still have antibodies.
• Because of all the terrible reactions im seeing my
close friends and family have
• Might cause infertility C"V
• The best immunity is the natural one.
• Have had Covid.
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• The truth is being covered about how many
people are dying and the severe side affects
• I've heard about the possibility of affecting
fertility I'm scared about that
• I trust HaShem
• In childbearing years
• Not safe
• People are reporting multiple terrible side
effects.
• I don't want to die
• I dont believe the trials that were done were
effective. The trials with animals all showed the
animals dying when getting a respiratory virus
other than covid
• At this point I believe that the spread in our
community is low. 2. If children aren't getting the
vaccine, I think there's a concern.
• Pru revu!!!!!!!!!
• I have antibodies already. Why should I take the
vaccine?
• I have a daughter who made Aliyah a few
months ago. Israel won't let me in unless I am
vaccinated. :( if I can't see my children and
grandchildren, I will be 'forced' to get the
vaccine. :(
• I will probably not get unless for some reason I
will have to like maybe for travel purposes
• Because it is in the experimental phase and they
are failing to monitor the vaccinated, therefore
we have no way to analyze if there are negative
effects occurring more than would be expected
by chance.
• it is against the torah,
• Until I see long term effects I will not be getting
it. Additionally, it does not prevent you from
getting it again/at and social distance and mask
mandates will not change once everyone gets the
vaccine so why the risk
• It's very new. It's quite simple as time will tell. It
is not unusual for unknown side affects to appear
in various unpredictable and harmful ways.
• Having high anti bodies so don't see a reason
right now
• I view it like the flu shot. The one year I got it I
got sick. I have antibodies right now. Not jumping
to get it. I don't view covid as a major threat to
my age group
• As with all things pharmaceutical, they are to be
used judiciously. In my case, I don't believe it is
needed
• Vaccines in general have ingredients which aren't
safe. Anyone can simply read the insert and see
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for themselves. It isn't necessary to listen to
professionals, government officials or religious
leaders who are all just repeating what they've
been told to say.
Leaders , rabbis , doctors are pushing a vaccine
that is only under EUA. No long term studies this
goes against HIPPA laws to encourage Jewish
people to do something , manipulate and
coercion when these should be discussed
privately with your own doctor I do not
understand the need to confuse people with
opinions and completely silence anyone who
questions those opinions if anything it makes it
more likely for people to not listen and distrust
leaders doctors and rabbis
If people get the vaccine then it is not necessary
for me to take it.
I think the reason so many people supposedly
died of corona was because they were attributing
almost all causes of death to corona. I dont trust
the government telling us a vaccine is safe after
coming to market so quickly. I am nervous about
the side effects and deaths I am reading about
altho the medical world is claiming those are
coincidence.
My doctor advised me to wait since I still have
antibodies from having COVID one year ago. He
wants me to see if it pays to get the vaccine, or if
it doesn't confer any additional advantage.
There not safe and we don't know how effective
they are, we are the lab rats
Very little facts on its safety and effectiveness are
out there. Many many reports to VAERS have
been reported and we should not take this
information lightly when recommending the
vaccine to people. Especially the young and the
pregnant! We have no right, we have no proof of
it's efficacy nor of its safety so repeating things
we don't have resources on can be putting
people in danger.
Scared of side effects. Don't feel like we needed
the vaccine to begin with and we have to move
on to normal life again.
I don't believe it is necessary, I don't believe it is
safe, I don't believe it is effective
Not sure its effective
There is NO pandemic. Less people died in 2020
than in 2019 in Israel and many other countries.
They have never purified or identifed a
coronavirus, or prooved that it has harmed
anyone. They use a faulty PCR test which has a
98% in accuracy rate and cannot detect viruses
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according to its inventor Kary Mullis. Going to a
psychic or witch doctor would give you more
accurate information of whether you have a
coronavirus. Governments and media are liars
and most doctors are completely ill-informed and
blindly trust corrupt organizations like the FDA
and CDC. The thousands of doctors and
healthcare professionals that speak out the truth
are censored and shut up. Here are a few.
https://questioningcovid.com/ Here are some
intelligent and informed Rabbis who don't blindly
bow down to Big Pharma and Gov the Haman
and Amalek of today!
https://www.rodefshalom613.org/2020/12/whyrabbis-are-alarmed-by-the-covid-19-vaccine/
Anti HaShem Anti Torah
If it is proven not to harm my ability to naturally
fight off infections in the future
I see a higher risk in taking the vaccine than the
benefit of it, and Corona is less of a threat and
very treatable, aside I have a strong immune
system BH (even with an autoimmune disease)
and am not afraid of getting corona
I'm concerned there are side effects that we may
not know about yet. Already they are discussing
needing a 3rd dose for the variants. I feel like
everyone is learning as they go along. I would
only get the vaccine after we have more long
term data.
I dont trust the government
This is not FDA approved, only approved for
emergency use authorization (which is authorized
when there's no treatment, but there are
treatments....) I don't want to be part of this
experimental vaccine, or be a guinea pig. (I also
have family in Israel and hear whTs going on
there..) I know of pple with bad side effects, and
I know pple who know people who have died
after taking it and know people who have gotten
Covid after the second shot. I know of someone
who had brain aneurysm after shot. Nothing is
being reported in the media (I do watch TV,
radio, newspapers...) and in fact I have myself
seen YouTube videos that doctors (or even
rabbis) have made talking abt the vaccine and
what is wrong with it, and those videos are taken
down by youtube...here one day, gone the next.
I am shocked that doctors and rabbis are pushing
it. I don't think they are informed with all the
info. There have been also issues with pregnant
women taking it and having miscarriages soon
after yet all these doctors are saying it's ok for
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pregnant women to get the shot. PLUS there is
so much treatment now for it, that was not know
in the beginning in March 2020. Why aren't
doctors, media talking abt boosting ones
immunity, ie Vit D, Vit C, zinc...etc... If caught
early, it can be treated at home. I know people
who have taken Ivermectin and other things and
have been cured... It is not proven to prevent
Covid-19, or prevent spread, only to lessen the
severity of symptoms. They said one still has to
wear mask and be careful (although I think now
they are lifting restrictions). They just don't know
enough about these vaccines!!! And now the
Johnson and Johnson was pulled for 6 (now they
say 8) cases of blood clots. I guarantee there are
more. Not everyone is reporting to the VAERS
site. That is fraction of adverse events. There is so
much more to write and tell, but not enough time
here...this should not be mandated on
anyone...just let everyone choose for themself...
I don't believe what I hear from government any
longer so it makes me not want to take it yet
Doesn't seem to be a point. Hasn't been enough
time to see if they are effective
It's still New and dangerous!!!
I am generally against vaccines with having an
Autistic Family members having negative reaction
to Vaccines prior to Covid 19.
It is politically motivated, not honest, selectively
reported with all and any dissenting facts and
medical professionals being censored and
cancelled, most Rabbonim being informed of the
"facts" selectively - being fed the official party
line. By the established swamp. Why follow the
herd into the unknown? With so many serious
questions and doubts still unresolved? About a
disease that is essentially not deadly? Doesn't
make any sense!
Can't tell what the future side effects are
I'm young
I cant believe that as Hatzalah workers you don't
see enough to make you sure about this answer..
it doesnt add up
not enough information on it out there it was
developed quickly and there isn't any study on it
if it is really effective and what are the real sideeffects its very new and nobody can give you real
sold information or advice on it due it was
developed quickly and didn't get the real
Research and testing etc on it
My rabbi said not to get it.
Don't trust the vaccines
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• Because they take no responsibility
• We're not Guinea Pigs , we are Torah Yidden!
They are not approved at this point in time it only
has a EUA, and past Corona virus vaccines,
ended up resulting in ADE for the animals in the
trials.
• When so many people begin dying of heart
failure, sudden heart attack, blood clots etc... and
others have paralysis, neurological symptoms,
the virus itself... all after getting the shot, and its
all being hushed... its clearly not safe!! I wonder
why Hatzala still insists on all their volunteers to
vaccinate with this experimental shot?! Will they
take responsibility for their own if they die from
it? Will they admit it was their fault? And the use
of such discrimination and coercion on its own is
enough to make me not want to donate to
Hatzala again! So unethical!! The first oath a Dr is
required to take is First Do No Harm. This is
harmful. There are other treatments for this
virus and just because this is being pushed by
government, it doesn't make it the right
treatment!
• There should be more emphasis on Prevention.
Optimizing Vit C & D levels is a cheap, easy way
to ensure COVID resistance or mild reaction to
COVID. Cheap treatments such as HydrogenPeroxide nebulizer therapy should be publicized.
See this article
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archiv
e/2021/01/07/high-dose-vitamin-c-forcoronavirus.aspx?ui=7b08a3c40aa39704b63a287
07ab446d13129dacfa19b9134f35dc55508ae7ed9
&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_conte
nt=art1ReadMore&cid=20210107_HL2&mid=DM
768173&rid=1053580704
• I don't need to put an experimental drug in my
body for a disease that has over a 99 percent
survival rate and almost 100 percent fir kids and
am terrified and horrified that the rabbis and drs
are pushing it on our children. This could have
severe repercussions and is extremely
irresponsible.
• after a few years maybe would take it, if proven
safe after many years
• Here is a list of over 150 doctors who are warning
against the vaccine:
https://doctors4covidethics.medium.com/doctor
s-for-covid-ethics-signatories-15878f9ff76
Former Pfizer VP: 'Your government is lying to
you in a way that could lead to your death.'
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/exclusive-

former-pfizer-vp-your-government-is-lying-toyou-in-a-way-that-could-lead-to-your-death
People are dying from this vaccine; it is not being
reported. The fact is that in the US, over 2,000
deaths were reported after the vaccine, many
within hours or days:
https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data. And
studies show that VAERS often gets only 1% 10% of cases reported. There are many, many
deaths in nursing homes shortly after
vaccination. Probably tens of thousands. Many
Rabbonim and other have died shortly after
getting the vaccine. In Israel, there are
thousands of reports of illness and death shortly
after the vaccine. Listen to attached verbal report
on Rabbi Rappaport. Here is a new concern
raised; that it can cause Mad Cow Disease:
https://greatgameindia.com/mrna-vaccinesdegenerate-brain-prion/ Here are a number of
doctors who addressed the frum community a
while ago. Some Rabbonim speakers as well:
https://healthycrownheights.blogspot.com/ Dr.
Sherry Tenpenny is particularly knowledgeable.
She predicts that the life-expectancy of anyone
taking the vaccine is between 5-10 years (less for
elderly):
https://healthycrownheights.blogspot.com/2021
/02/dr-sherry-tenpenny.html Alexandra
Henrion Caude: A Geneticist - French Institute of
Health and Medical ‚Äì Very strong warning of
gene therapy About
https://prabook.com/web/alexandra_aude.henri
on-caude/368543 Summary of a French
interview.
https://fromrome.info/2021/01/16/thegeneticist-aleandra-herion-caude-speaks-on-thecovid-vaccines/ Publications:
https://www.pubfacts.com/author/Alexandra+H
enrion-Caude Alexandra Henrion Caude
interview is English:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/r8r6w84Qz4x8
/ Professor Dolores Cahill and Alexandra Henrion
Caude: Why People Will Start Dying A Few
Months After The First Mrna Vaccination
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dxjp6nkwhWn
8/ Dolores Cahill's Biography
https://selectbiosciences.com/conferences/biogr
aphies.aspx?conf=admept2013&speaker=313126
https://dolorescahill.com/pages/about Here is
an interview with molecular biologist Dr. Judy
Mikovits, Dr. Alexandra Henrion-Caude and Prof.
Dolores Cahill
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dz5tkcuYkz3d/
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The uncovering of the vaccination data in Israel
reveals a frightening picture ‚Äì Analysis of
vaccine deaths in Israel
http://www.nakim.org/israelforums/viewtopic.php?t=270812 This is the tip
of the iceberg. There is no one in the world who
can say that this vaccine is safe. It is literally
impossible to know medium to long-term effects.
Anyone claiming it is safe is not only lying but
saying the BIG LIE that somehow people are
believing, even though with a minute of
reflection, it is obvious they are lying. I have
researched this topic extensively. Anyone who
takes this vaccine is simply misinformed. Anyone
who researches the subject correctly and hears
the hundreds if not thousands of doctors warning
against it, will not take it. 40% of doctors are not
taking it. Additional links: Censored: Doctors &
Scientists on Covid & the Experimental Jab
https://www.rodefshalom613.org/2021/03/cens
ored-doctors-scientists-on-covid-theexperimental-jab/ Why Do All These Rabbis
Warn Against Getting the Covid-19 Vaccine? (list
of Rabbonim against the vaccine)
https://www.rodefshalom613.org/2020/12/whyrabbis-are-alarmed-by-the-covid-19-vaccine/
when it will be approved I will be considering
taking it
If I have a high antibody count, this pressure to
get vaccinated doesn't make sense.
I would like to see long term data. I also have
seen first hand how very often side effects are
dismissed or not reported, which is also of great
concern.
I only get my information from the government
and medical profession. The contradictions and
lies that come from the government and those
medical professionals who represent big pharma
is enough to convince me not to take this
experimental treatment. Dr Noar Bar Zev from
Johns Hopkins openly admits that this
experimental treatment will not prevent one
from getting the virus nor transmitting it to
others. So what's the point of getting it Here?! He
also admitted that we won't know the full side
effects of this experimental treatment for up to
20 years. Huh? Yet,he still insists that this
treatment is safe and effective - for a virus where
your immune system has an almost 100% chance
of fighting it off naturally without any outside
medical intervention. Thanks, but no thanks! I'm
sick of all of the lies, deception, coercion and
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bullying surrounding this Quackscheme. Worst
still, I'm baffled by the actions of all of the frum
organisations who are supporting what the
government and big pharma is doing. Shame,
shame, shame!
It hasnt had enough testing to make me feel
comfilortable.
https://rebrand.ly/CovidVaccineFacts
Have you checked the side effects ? Please do ur
research. The vaccine is WAY worse than covid
itself.
There is absolutely no reason a young person
should take it
Many people have died from the mrna
injection..many deaths are not being reported as
related to the injection or had the injection
recently before the adverse event. People are
being used to test a completely unnecessary
treatment. The long term safety is unknown. This
pandemic was not a natural event, it was planned
well in advance, there are big profits being made
from these injections while simple treatments
have been PROVEN to be highly effective in early
treatment..it is UNCONSCIONABLE that doctors
are telling sick people to go home and don't
come to the hospital unless they can't breathe
and by then effective treatment is too late. It is
IMMORAL that doctors are being kept in the dark
about simple inexpensive, HARMLESS, EFFECTIVE
medicines and BANNED from prescribing them:
ivermectin/hydroxychloroquine/zinc ETC ETC.
The ADE effect of the mrna vaccine is a SERIOUS
cause of concern as is the continual external
shedding of virus after vaccination. I could go on
about the stupidity of this covid plandemic.
I'd like to see more research into it
The vaccine has been tested fro a very short
period of time, a few weeks, not years, so who
knows what the long term side effects are.
Additionally, no one takes liability for it. If it's
safe why aren't the companies willing to take
liability?!? Furthermore, there is no reason why
young people should be vaccinated. Those who
argue that young people need to take it in order
they should not give the virus to the elderly,
there is no scientific evidence that one who has
been vaccinated cannot carry the virus.
Side effects and not enough long term data on
the long term effects of this human experiment.
I heard that the vaccine harms the reproductive
system.
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• I don't trust the people behind it. It's all a money
game and a way to control us.
• I have been following closely with online reports
and medical data. There's a high correlation btwn
the vaccine and heart attacks, strokes, tremors,
blood clots etc. Safety will not be proven until the
end of the trial in 2023. And even then the data
won't be accurate. How do I know? Because big
tech and the medical industry is already
censoring, gaslighting and denying people's
testimonies. It is assur to put ones life in danger
and so I don't believe it is halachically mutar to
be a lab rat for a virus with a 99.7% recovery rate.
• i am not against vaccines at all, but also not pro. i
guess time will tell....
• Hashem created our amazing immune system.
How dare stupid humans suppose they can
improve on Hashem's creation. Furthermore this
is not a vaccine. It is a weapon designed to
destroy humanity, Hashem's creation.
• Bc the vaccine companies are indemnified and
the governments are invested... so eh I don't
trust them.
• I might have to get it to travel
• There are too many reports of adverse reactions
that I rather not risk the reactions since I healed
quickly from corona when I had it and there were
no risk of adverse reactions when having the
virus itself.
• why should I?
• The medicine we have is safer then the vaccine .
If COVID is treated properly it's not life
threatening for most . I believe the reason
people died is because they weren't treated
properly with the right medicines. And they were
neglected snd blocked from the right medicines
and proper nutrition.
• Here is what I personally experienced. A few
month ago when the vaccine was offered to
medical staff only, i sat in a dental office while
watching the dentist offering the vaccine to the
receptionist, she right away accepted the offer. A
while later my husband was there, and this
receptionist was telling another patient how she
took vaccine and a while after got the Virus!!
Boy, i thought the people who say they're not
effective spread mis-information.. here i
experienced this first hand.. and no once cares, it
probably wasn't reported anywhere and we can't
rely on the faulty statistics
• To the beat of my knowledge The vaccine is not
FDA approved and everyone taking it is the "trial"
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I'm not comfortable with that. Its too soon to tell
side affects or anything else that can come from
this vaccine.
I would get it if I need it to fly somewhere, but at
this point, don't feel a need to get it
This vaccine has not been tested properly!!! They
do not know the effects on the body.
and
once you are vaccinated you cannot be
'unvaccinated The damage is done
If it becomes safe reliable and needed like other
vaccines.
The vaccine isn't a real vaccine . It's gene therapy
and will kill off most of the people who take it ( as
it clearly states in the government document
SPARS 2025-2027). Unfortunately it's also
affecting people who are around those who are
vaccinated . Women are experiencing terrible
problems
If i don't need to get, why should i do so?!
Because no drug or vaccine is completely safe.
This one, in particular, does not have the years of
post production surveillance that other vaccines
have.
Not enough research. Covid is treatable
I don't feel comfortable taking something that
was made so quickly but I am pro vaccines just
not this one
I take more of a natural/holistic approach to
health and since I'm young and not high risk I
prefer to wait and either not vaccinate or get the
vaccine when I absolutely must for work or
travel.
Most people do not have a strong immune
system, therefore, should absolutely take the
vaccine.
Just as I don't get the flu vaccine every year
because number one I don't need it number two I
I'm not looking to put extra foreign matter in my
body for no reason number three to benefit
political and financial agendas so too with this
vaccine I don't see any particular benefit of me
taking it except for the fact that it will make other
people either richer or more politically
comfortable
the same reason YOU want me to take the
Vaccine (your pocket..) is the reason i'll not take
it (my life is more important)
my childrens doctor does not like giving vaccines
until they have been tested for a few years ...
however if i found out i had any underlying
health i would definitely go get one right away
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• The vaccines are not safe, not effective. A year
down the line, everyone is going to start to
realize they've been lied to when everyone is
getting auto-immune disorders and other severe
health effects (may Hashem protect us and
perform great miracles to save us!). If people
actually read the science, it's not hard to see that
this is what is going to happen.
• Not enough is known about these vaccines. Many
ppl are dying and many ppl have been injured in
may ways from the vaccine. Women's health and
pregnant women's health can be compromised.
Men's reproductive health and general health of
all ppl. If there are medications that work why
take such a risk. Tjere is no necessity at all.. Drs
are not being allowed to prescribe medications.
The government is taking charge of ppls health.
Drs are supposed to. There is no liability for the
vaccine companies. Lots of lies. The government
is promoting fear and therefore ppl are not
thinking straight.
• I think there are enough treatments for covid
that work, but mainly because I had it and it
wasn't bad I don't care if I get it again. And, I
don't like the lack of long-term safety data.
• I see and hear a GREAT DEAL of dishonesty as
unverified info has been reported and the next
second it is counter indicated, and citizens are
threatened to conform to these idiocies, to
forfeit our need for choice. Some people NEED
to do, to conform, to "authorities." Others
require the freedom to choose and to be entitled
to the truth and the right to self care and self
heal from illness as well as the right to be in a like
community, supportive, nurturing, caring. Not
locked up to ventilators and suffocated to death
amidst a nation in panic mode üòü üò¶ üò±
scared to ‚ò†Ô∏è üíÄ death and angry üò° and
uncertain ü§® as individual rights to privacy and
security are threatened: yes, there is illness and
homelessness and addictions and gun violence &
&&
• I will only get if its necessary
• I think all the seminars and articles written in
Jewish publications are one dimensional and one
sided. These are unprecedented times in history
and there are a large number of ppl who are
wary. It would b nice to have someone step up in
support of those concerns. Masks for children is
abuse and no dr has spoken out. It's all about
vaccines and a general narrative.

• This is a new type of vaccine which is actually not
a vaccine at all. It is very misleading to tell people
this is like a regular vaccine when this is a whole
new technology that has never been used before.
Anyone taking this vaccine now is being
experimented on. That is the good to honest
truth wether you want to admit it or not. Just
because the government or the vaccine
companies tell you it's safe and effective after
three months of trials, when vaccines are usually
tested for 5 to 10 years does not mean that I
shouldn't do my research and remain cautious
about a new experimental technology that we
have no idea what the long term side effects are.
I am not an anti vaxxer. People who don't want
to take this shot are not anti vaxxers. We would
just rather be cautious than jump into something
that has no long term safety studies. If you think
about it this is actually the most common sense
way of handling it. Rather then jumping to take a
shot without asking any questions and blindly
accepting everything vaccine companies (who
have no liability) are telling you.
• I will only get the vaccine if it is required to travel
to Israel or if my Rav and or doctor advises to
which they haven't until now.
• I dont trust the medical field
anymore....especially Dr Fauci I am not a Guinea
pig
• Have you researched vaccine shedding? Do you
know about the INSANE amounts of menstrual
cycle upset that this vaccine has caused? Do you
know that over 7000 ppl have died? Do you care
that they have died at the hands of man rather
than God? Do you believe in God? I don't really
care about your answers if you are advocating for
this vaccine and the culminating segregation it
will cause. It's anti Jewish anti hashem. Much like
your masks that you require your staff to wear.
• At this point I don't trust the vaccine industry at
all.
• Hashem time the world
• There is not enough data, nor has it been tested
adequately.
• I believe that the pandemic is ending very soon
and that Be'h I will continue to do everything I
can to keep my immune system strong!!
• Dont need it, experimental technology,
immediate adverse event reports are exploding
and many of the same events keep recurring, if
this were any other drug than a vaccine, causality
wouldve already been determined, long term
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side effects unknown, there are many excellent
treatments available, covid is simply not a killer
anymore. Duration of vaccines efficacy is
unknown, pharma CEOs saying boosters will be
needed annually, vaccine manufacturers are
indemnified.
If I am forced to do it by government or private
entities, i will be more suspicious if it. If it's
optional just like the flu shot I might get it
The safety of the vaccines have not been proven.
There are so many natural cures for covid that
are being restricted to ensure fear that people
run to vaccinate. The vaccines do not stop people
from catching covid. It is not approved by the fda,
only for emergency use. It has not been fully
tested like the other vaccines. I cannot emphasize
this enough.
People are getting way more reactions than the
medical system is admitting. It's hard to believe
that the vaccine can do a better job than our
natural immune systems. When treated and
supplemented most people will be fine. There are
always those that can't withstand certain
illnesses. However why intervene and give them
very risky 'prevention'.
Thanks o many people lying. The fact that this
contract was signed and we can't know about it
for 30 years is a BIG. Factor in my distrust as to
what is going on. Also the removal of effective
treatments and now the government is keeping
us from getting antibody testing as they think we
will get the vaccine . All this makes my less likely
rather than more likely . I'm not an automaton
that stocked out my arm without studying and
thinking about it. I think it's criminal to be given
this to children!!!
I don't appreciate the fact that the government
and medical professionals are not being
transparent and clear about the fact that the
vaccine is still in an experimental phase. The fact
that there's such a push to consider the vaccine
100% safe and >90% when there's still so much
unknown, makes me less inclined to trust in it. I'd
much sooner trust being told "we still don't know
long term impacts, but so far it seems safe."
There is no reason to have a vaccine for covid
since it doesn't exist.
Again, it is not definitely clear how much more
immunity I would get, and if they are useful
against new variations
There is so much information about possible risks
the vaccine could cause that have now been
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shown to be true among the deaths and many
many side effects yet it doesn't seem to be that
anything is being done to halt it. The j and j was
halted for blood clots when way more blood clots
accorded with Pfizer and moderna. Doctors are
recommending people who got Covid to get the
shot without one study on that population and
no way to know what the ramification will be
shows that they are recommending it without
even having study. Pfizer and moderna's study is
very poor and has many flaws. In addition, there
are areas that were not tested for or addressed
in their study. The fact that doctors are pushing
an expiring Tal vaccine that is in process of being
tested to millions of people is reckless since many
scientist and epidemiologist have warned about
the dangers, yet they are being censored for
having an opinion. Science is about knowing all
the sides and that isn't being displayed to the
public.
I want to wait a little longer and see what
happens
horrible crime against humanity!!!!!
I've had some bad personal experiences with
medicines that are new. It can sometimes take
several years before certain side effects are
properly reported. I took singulair when it was
new and suffered some side effects that didn't
get reported until some ten years later. I've
learned to wait a few years, to see what sort of
information we learn about a new drug, before
jumping in. I would, however, take a new drug if
there was significant danger or risk. The risk of
covid, for me, isn't high enough. However if,
say twenty or thirty years from now, if the data
shows that the immunity could have worn off,
and I will be of course much older, and at greater
risk of covid, id probably take the vaccine especially because we will know more about side
effects by then.
Also I suffered awfully
painful side effects from the flu shot. It was a bad
experience for me
Its an experimental vaccine not approved by the
CDC. It should be an individual choice to yes or no
take it. It bothers me tremendously when Dr.'s
Rabbi's, Hatzola (people that are trusted and
respected in our community) guarantee it is safe
when the CDC website doesn't say its safe and
noone knows the long term effects of taking it.
The efficacy has not been proven. The endpoints
and never been about death. They have zero
long-term studies. Skipped animal trials.
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Ivermectin & HQC, steroids work great if one
needs treatment
So much unknown still
I am not a guinea pig
It is insane why a relatively healthy woman in her
30s would subject herself to SO much unknown.
The vaccine is not safe because there is
absolutely no way at all that they can prove it is
safe. There are no longitudinal studies. Side
effects are being dismissed by doctors left and
right. Anyone who says it is safe is either
oblivious or lying.
RNA vaccines have been shown to have minimal
efficacy
As all things it's about risk / reward. I had covid
and was bH very mild. I therefore see no reason
to get vaccine.
There are treatments for the illness, but the
vaccine is not like typical vaccines which have a
live or dead part of the sickness. These were
made too fast, not enough study, not approved
by FDA (other than emergency use), no one is
liable, too many people who have had it, have
suffered from it - fatal too.
No liability for the manufactures No effective
monitoring systems in place (VAERS is a passive
underreported system, the new smartphone app
is like a patch on a hole) No long term placebo
controlled studies (the control group has already
been vaccinated) And much more
Im concerned about what ppl say of it effecting
fertility.
I will only get it if required to travel to Israel, or
for some other reason like work, school.
Otherwise I will not opt to take it voluntarily.
Right now, I have antibodies I dont think it is
necessary.
Not until they have enough data
Too scary, I don't want to be the guinea pig, not
enough testing, NO long term studies, etc.
The same way people who have already gotten
chickenpox don't get the vaccine for it so too I
will not get the vaccine for COVID.
Don't think it is worth the effort
I don't see the need for it and I don't want to be
forced to put something in my body.
Nervous
It's not a healthy thing. It's all hyp so the medical
field/ big Pharma can make $ and oppress the
population it wants to cull.
I am not playing along with this anymore. I
believe Covid exists, I believe vaccines are
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generally safe, but I am not playing along with
this anymore. I am done.
I'll tell you 1 reason . Unfortunately the legal
health professionals (doctors) are sales people
for the pharmaceutical's who develop remedies
that will make them rich but mostly have side
affects sometime small affects and sometimes
terrible affects . While on the other side there are
thousands of health remedies that help all types
of different health issues including CORONA!!!!
that are just ignored because there is no one to
sponsor all the vigorous studies and testing of the
FDA, and most of the time the only side affects
will be that the Vitamin mineral etc. will help the
person with another few hundred issues. OPEN
YOUR EYES AND SEE THE TRUTH.
I'm concerned about how it will affect fertility,
and that is not something they will know so fast.
The benefits don't seem to justify the risks at this
point.
Heard too many side effects. And for those that
covid is a risk the vax is a risk. Covid is not a risk
for me so no need to take vax. Too many red
flags. Even way they want to start giving it to kids
which covid was no risk at all for. Jist shows their
agenda here
IT'S ONLY A YEAR OLD & THE VACCINE HAS TO BE
MORE DEVELOPED.
There is no way a multi billion dollar industry is in
it only for the safety of the people, although I am
sure they do try to some extent but not safe for
my standards. I have been vaccinated during my
childhood however I have done much research
from both ends and I do not feel confident in
taking the COVID vaccine which may even be
more risky than any other vaccine because of the
way they are made.
I'm not strongly against it, but I see no reason to
do something that is not necessary and can have
potential negative side effects.
My husband doesn't think It's important and I'm
not sure
The manufacturer has ZERO liability
I think Canada is killing people by not providing
monoclonal antibodies and ivermectin and other
medicines
Don't want something that may affect my
genome
I don't trust the statistics. Here is why. Cuomo
fudged the statistics for his political purposes.
There are many other politicians and
corporations who stand to gain huge amounts of
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money and power by fudging statistics. It is
na√Øve to think that only Cuomo would do such
a thing and everyone else is pure and honest.
That's why I don't trust the statistics of "safe and
effective". I personally know people who
developed blood clots after the vaccine. They say
it is only six people. Do they think we are
stupid??
I think we need more time to see if it's really safe.
It can take years for side effects to show up.
Historically there have been things deemed safe
until decades later the medical world changed
their mind. (Example: x rays)
I am not sure of the effectiveness of the vaccine.
Will only take one if /when one is fully approved
and there's liability
Why take any risk, albeit small, with the vaccine
when there is very little benefit to me because I
already got covid and am at low risk
Because I became very sick after getting covid
and immune compromised
Why get a vaccine when this disease is treatable
through ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine.
In yorei deia 155says not allowed to go to a
doctor a goy because he is suspected of murder.
The rama says unless he has a monetary loss if he
does something wrong. In the case of the
vaccines they have immunity since 1986. No one
can be sued therefore it is ossur to take vaccines.
Time will tell.
Enough is enough. There is no scientific reason
why the vaccine is more effective than the
natural immunity. I also don't believe at this
point Covid is as dangerous as it is being made
out to be. The mismanagement in the beginning
was worse than the disease itself. The fear factor
which is being pushed by the vaccine agenda is
more dangerous than the disease (according to
Daas Torah) Even Aguda spends more time and
effort pushing the vaccine than they do pushing
the Emunah/ Bitachon aspect, and the lesson we
were supposed to learn from this gezeira.
Chusunas stayed the same. Pesach programs got
worse. People got used to not coming to shul.
And all they do is push vaccines! If we would
work on the real causes, the disease would go
away. The fact that the vaccine is all anybody
cares about, proves it is politically motivated.
I am relatively young. Maybe as a senior would I
reconsider

• I have had Pulmonary Embolisms both lungs.
Like the Flu Vaccines, they will need repeating
yearly. Just had a Pneumonia Shot.
• How long is the vaccine effective? And compare
Tom how long will antibodies of corona last?
Both have no Answers? Waiting for more data.
Also, there exist waysto treat corona if catch it
fast that are safer
• I heard that people got blood clots and also some
people passed away suddenly after receiving the
vaccine.
• I do not believe this vaccine is safe and I believe it
is going to critically compromise the overall
immunity of the population.
• There is no question that things are being
covered up regarding the vaccines. The question
is only to what extent. As a quick example, they
claim around 4 in a million experience
anaphylaxis, while a study showed 100 times that
number. Once trust is lost the only way to ensure
safety is waiting a long time to see if there are no
effects in the community
• Major factor would be how it effects the
reproductive system.
• I would get it if at some point it has been given
for a while and in the long term they don't see
consistent negative side effects, just like I would
get the MMR vaccine. Otherwise I will not get it
unless it is a neccesity for my health or for
someone around me that I personally value their
opinion i.e. my wife.
• I'm young and afraid of it affecting fertility
• i won't take it and i was never afraid of the virus
because i follow TRUE science, not fauci, cdc or
other trash
• I was skeptical from the beginning about
directives given in hospitals regarding the
effectiveness of ventilators and also as things
changed so rapidly wear a mask don't wear a
mask. I didn't have confidence in guidelines and
used the judgement I felt was best based on
available information.
• I may get it at a later time when it's less political
and more true science is out, and when we have
a better idea about possible long term side
effects
• Adverse reactions are NOT being reported. I work
in the medical field and am on groups on social
media with my colleges who are all in hospitals.
We are all seeing an uptick in strokes and blood
clots in people that had no preexisting
conditions. And everyone has gotten the vaccine
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within a few weeks. Drs are quick to say
coincidence when we all see it!! the media is not
reporting the thousands of adverse reactions
listed on the VAERS website (and we know that
90%+ cases don't get reported) I can go on and
on about reactions not being reported and drs
acting dumbfounded that they don't know what's
causing symptoms but right away writing off the
vaccine as being the cause... scary!
There's too many political & financial agendas
attached to this vaccine. Because the media is
constantly trying to censor the other side & is just
busy promoting the vaccines without
encouraging people to explore possible risks it
makes me less trusting of it.
I take the dangers of Covid-19 very seriously. I am
careful about my health in general, and I have
added more healthy eating and extra, specific
supplements to my regular health regimen in
light of the current danger. I have also learned a
lot about effective early treatments for Covid-19
if, chas v'shalom, that were to become necessary.
I respect others' choices in this matter and don't
try to influence anyone not to take the "vaccine,"
especially since I don't assume that others will
change their habits in order to strengthen their
own immune systems. Personally, I fear this
vaccine more than I fear Covid-19.
I don't feel that I need it. It is worthwhile for all
those who are at risk of covid to take it, but
having had covid I don't feel that I'll need it.
Fertility
The whole vaccine is only a political issue
The vaccine wasn't studied looking enough. I
have given all my kids vaccines and taken the
other vaccines myself. However, I don't want to
feel pressured to take a vaccine that has only
short term studies and guinea pig humans.
i think the whole world is being too impulsive
with the vaccine, not thinking too much about it,
everyone just wants to get on with life and I
understand that. I think the vaccine is great for
the elderly that were stuck at home. my problem
is, why are the health officials, doctors, and govt
not pushing forward for treatment or drugs to
fight the coronavirus once someone is infected
with it. why are they just sitting back and saying,
theres nothing to do, take advil, why are only the
frum communites using lab produced antibodies
to help patience fight the virus, how come the
rest of the world is lining up for the vaccine but
not for the lab produced antibody treatment that
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has helped many people. yes this is true that only
the frum community is using it, where I live its
being offered by bikur cholim and hatzala, not by
any hospitols. I think it would be alot more
effective if they approved drugs to help fight the
virus than to just scream on top of their lungs
"vaccinate!!"
I have antibodies
The virus is treatable. I would wait many many
years to see the long term side affects of the
vaccine. Never has a vaccine been approved
while standing on one leg, and a very shaky leg.
Because of the side effects of the people that
were vaccinated some of them very detrimental
It's a new thing. It needs to be studied more
without me. We don't know all the side effects
yet. I do believe that vulnerable people should
definitely get the shot.
it is a scary thought to inject something into your
body that no one knows the side effects of. this
vaccine wasnt around long enough to know what
it may cause in 20 years from now. no one even
seems to know how long they're covered for
once they get the vaccine. there's just too much
unknown about it. people are saying it can cause
infertility, now theyre saying its not true, how do
you know what to believe anymore
It is not FDA approved and we don't know the
long term side effects
My mother in law had a terrible reaction.
It is only approved for emergency use. Hasn't
been out long enough, side effects, possible long
term effects. You can still get covid and you can
still transmit it with vaccine. I do not trust
something that we do not what can happen in
the years to come.
Waiting to see the statistics myself
If the vaccine was so great and the virus was
realy so dangerous nobody would have needed
to convince anyone to take it ppl around the
world would line up to get it!
i know of two people who got really sick about
two weeks after getting the vaccine.
(hospitalizations)
1)There's no studies on the long term effects
because it hasn't been around long enough 2)I'd
like to have more kids iyh and there's no studies
how it affects fertility 3)im hearing wayy too
many stories of people having really bad
reactions to iy
I have been studying doxycycline hyclate
extensively for the past 5 years. Covid does not
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kill people or send them to the hospital per se.
About 9% of the population is susceptible to an
overreaction of the immune system where the
cytokine feedback loop goes into positive
feedback thereby releasing the NK and killer T
cells. In about 10% of those cases a full-blown
cytokine storm results and the immune system
attacks the liver, kidneys, and the linings of the
lungs. Doxycycline interferes with the following
cytokines and knocks them down by as much as
40%: interleukin 1 gamma, interleukin 6 and
tumor necrosis factor and keeps the cytokine
cascade in a negative feedback in almost all
individuals. This results in a person getting sick
for a couple of weeks and feeling crappy, but
keeps them out of the hospital and off of a
ventilator and from dying. The doxy to be
effective must be given before the person goes
through the ferritin depletion phase of the
cytokine storm.
Bell's palsy
Not tested enough, definitely put together too
quickly, might not work.for immunosuppressed
individuals
Nothing good is for free and so fast available for
everyone!
If it's supposedly so effective why are masks and
social distancing still mandatory for vaccinated
people?? And why are they recommending a
third dosage?
i preffer not to put such a thing into my body, as
long as there are effective natural way to go
about it.
I am healthy, keep up exercise and healthy
eating, and have done my best to make sure I
have a healthy immune system to confront any
virus that calls. Why should I insert a foreign
material to my body whose creation was rushed
through, was not approved, is full of chemicals,
some toxic, has serious side effects, will get in my
cells and play around with its mechanisms and no
one has any idea what its long-term effects will
be?
It's not approved. Plus the persons who made it
have stated their intention of overpopulation
control. I don't trust people who state their
willingness to reduce population. Also, the
vaccines are causing tremendous damage and
illness. I'm worried about the shedding as it
seems unvaccinated women who are near
vaccinated people are being affected with
miscarriage and menstrual cycles. I worry about
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it's impact on fertility and taharas hamishpacha.
This is the war before moshiach and we must
fight it. The masks have also caused terrible
disease as well. My child and I got staph in the
throat and I blame the forced masks. The NIH had
a study recently posted about the dangers and
also stated that it's ineffective as well. Doctors
and leaders must come out against the forced
masks and shots(soon to be mandatory). All the
doctors mandate it. It's dangerous physically and
emotionally. Please help save Jewish lives and
marriages
Not sure long term effect
DEpopulation,. Sinister evil people to control and
depopulate. It's all our there, this is a
continuation of ww2, phizer german evil, and sad
to say, bibi and the govt have fallen into their
trap. May Gd help us. Tefillah, ◊¢◊ë◊ï◊ì◊î
◊¢◊¶◊û◊ô, ◊™◊©◊ï◊ë◊î ◊ê◊ó◊ì◊ï◊™
To much power, politics and corruption is
involved with the vaccine industry.
I may get it if I need it to travel.
I do not trust the govt or the pharmaceutical
companies. There is way too much money to be
made. I trust Hashem and my immune system. I
take care of my health, eat whole healthy foods,
and exercise. If everyone did this, the public
health of our society would be incredible.
Dramatic decrease in heart disease, diabetes,
and hypertension. But all the govt focuses on is a
vaccine (with side effects). The message if Corona
is "STOP BEING FAT, GET HEALTHY AND YOU
WONT DIE FROM A BAD COLD"
adverse reactions & tragedies are under reported
and informed choice is discouraged.
I live with my elderly parents who got both of the
Moderna vaccine shots. Due to their age- and
vulnerability, it was more appropriate to have
them vaccinated. However, I'm concerned
regarding the safety and side effects that could
become a health problem for them. I would
possibly get it to ensure their safety. And also
possibly so I could work with my senior
population for my job.
With time. We are seeing problems. I take the
approach of shev v'al ta"aseh.....talk to me in a
few years.....
I had covid
I believe that we need to concentrate on teaching
people how to be healthy with nutrition,
exercise, positive thinking, etc. Generally going
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toward health and healing instead of going
toward illness
• I don't believe that the safety studies were
designed and carried out fairly and I do not think
there is proper safety protocol in place to catch
reactions and decide what is connected to the
vaccine or not. When you read the fine print, you
see the flaws in how they design the studies.
There is too much financial interest at stake, even
within regulating bodies such as the CDC and
FDA, for me to trust them unequivocally like that.
• It's technology is very shady and I truly don't trust
the people politicians and medical professionals
and business me who are behind it's invention
• There are many other far safer protocols for
dealing with coronavirus - such as reguiar Vitamin
C, Vitamin D and Zinc among others. For more
serious cases, there are numerous options including far more effective, cheaper and safer
treatments developed - in Australia and in Israel
and yet instead the only thing that is promoted is
the holy vaccine - and woe to anyone who dares
to challenge its 'superior' status. It is as if
freedom of speech is completely non existentonly when it comes to this topic. The eyes and
ears of the community at large have been
rendered blind and deaf when it comes to any
possible alternative. It is scary that a community
which prides itself on keeping the laws of the
Torah are so unaware of the potential long term
impact that this can have on our future
generations. Even those who created the vaccine
are shocked at how quickly society at large has
accepted their treatment- which is actually not
even a regular vaccine, but rather a treatment
which was originally created for patients
suffering from serious tumours etc. ( My mother
was told this by a doctor in Israel who had
worked with these types of treatments
previously. ) Many medical professionals around
the world have voiced their concern about its
use,but have been warned not to speak out. Side
effects in Israel have been numerous - yet againmany have been warned that they are forbidden
to reveal any connection to the vaccine. How
many people need to give up their lives or future
lives in the name of this crusade? If people are
willing to have dialogue and debate - that is fineeveryone is entitled to their opinion- but when
any opinion that is contrary to the party line, is
dismissed- that is a huge red flag- a warning sign
that should be taken very seriously... We will all
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have to answer Up There for being passive sheep
who allow everything in the name of the saintly
'vaccine'... Who is going to answer for this years
down the line?
It's a death shot!
From the information I have now, even if the
vaccine gets full FDA approval and is proven to be
safe, I don't think it's medically necessary for me.
I have lost a level of trust. it seems like this
country cares more about what they look like to
the world than the individual. Healthy people
including children should've been helping the old
and at risk getting their grocery, medical
shopping done, getting smartphones and
computers so they can connect to their family on
zoom when they can't b in contact, creating
systems how ppl don't have to die alone, women
don't need to give birth alone and sometimes
separated from their babies in such a traumatic
way. instead of all being stuck at home, bored:
creating abuse, loneliness, addictions, and even
suicides.
takes time for the body to learn what this virus is.
Now that it's been around I feel the body can
learn to fight it. I'm also tkg vit d and zinc
HAVE LEUKEMIA, ASTHMA,HEART DISEASE
OTHER AUTOIMMUNE ISSUES
I don't want my rna messed with. Covid is mild in
most people and, aside from the fact that I
already had it, it isn't worth the risk of the side
effects that are being reported, or less obvious
ones that might effect my health in years to come
These so-called "vaccines" were approved as
emergency methods. There is not enough data to
prove their safety or effectiveness. I am not going
to have an unknown substance injected into my
body.
Because I've personally been affected just by
being close to some who had recently had the
shot, where my period was induced 2 weeks early
(never happened before), along with nausea,
headache, and fatigue
I HAVE NATURAL ANTIBODIES
Insufficient information other than biased
sources that "it's safe" without backup.
Technology (mRNA modification) is illegal for use
on humans, exception made for this purpose.
Side effects so far have nothing to do with mRNA
modification. No side effects having to mRNA
modification.
long term affects are unknown
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• A person needs to be educated in preventing
themselves from getting sick by eating healthy &
getting enough sunshine & fresh air.
• Not enough research for vaccine to be initiated. A
vaccone needs yrs of study before it's given to a
public.
• It is too quick/early to be sure the long term
effect of the vaccine, positive or negative. They
should come out with some cure
• Herd immunity
• it's definitely not safe and the Hatzalah are
responsible for hiding information from people
who are being injured after taking the vaccine
and they're afraid they will lose a couple dollars
from the government they staying silent and
forcing people to take the vaccine it's a shame
and it's a crime
• For now, as I am recovered, I don't see a reason
for me to get it, as we don't know the long term
side effects.
• I don't want it.
• It will take years to really see what the side
effects are
• I feel I've developed immunity. Vaccines are
effective for only one strain. New vaccine advice
keeps coming out (need 3rd dose; will need a
different vaccine for other strains...)
• I don't believe that people are really getting it, or
capable of hurting others by passing it on, if they
had Covid already.
• It became a political statement and is used to
blackmail people. Just like I don't wear ask?
Because it has been proven that It doesn't
protect from viruses, I won't take a vaccine that
the same people are pushing, when they
themselves haven't taken it.
• I don't want a shot
• I don't think it's fair to use humans as guinea
pigs! Let them first try it on mice with enough
time to see that no reactions happen down the
line and only then offer it to humans
• everybody say that's is not safe
• I beg organizations like Hatzalah to stay OUT of
people's decisions whether or not to take the
experimental vaccine. Let everyone decide for
themselves without pressure and bullying from
'those who know better'. Nobody knows better
than a person himself what's best for him. There
are PLENTY of Gedolim, Rabbanim, and LEHAVDIL
Doctors and scientists who are not just hesitant,
but downright opposed to the experimental
vaccine. They are not pushy or assertive, and
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neither should the pro-experimental-vaccine
camp. Everyone should have the right and
freedom to choose. And everyone should be wise
enough to get broadly educated instead of
drinking up the fear and political agendas of the
media and their followers. Thank you for taking
the time to read my views.
Corona was not such a threat. we have all kind of
viruses like swine flu and we did not develop a
vaccine. Furthermore, the hospitals and nursing
homes were neglecting the patients with basic
food and water. Additionally it was something
new and they did not know what to do to save
patients lives. The CDC also did not allow for
other effective measures to be used because it
was not a political gain on their end. Last but not
least, Dr. Fauci kept on playing with our mind and
continues to play with it daily. If he can be wrong
on one issue why can't our well learned and
professional doctors be wrong on so many other
issues. Thanks for understanding.
Worries about side affect
Waiting a little more time to see if develop long
term side effects , meantime i have antibodies
I had covid-19
ITS NOT A SAFE VACCINE AND I SEE POPLE DYING
FORM THE VACCINE AND I STILL WANT TO LIVE
i have seen that Hatzalah didn't trust the
government during the covid crises By doing
anything in their possibility to avoid people of
going to the hospital, i saw how the government
handled the nursing Homes. i watched Dr fauci
changing his mind during the whole Covid time
Yes-No mask, SO WHY SHOULD I STILL TRUST
NOW THE GOVERNMENT?? especially when it
was never approved by the FDA
i hear to nany stories of people dyng and getting
sick from it i don t know how it will react with all
my meds it is ntot effective anyay a gainst all
variants and they say you still heave to wear a
mask
Nobody has been able to explain why someone
who has tested positive for antibodies needs to
get the vaccine to produce antibodies
i may get it after it is more developed
No one knows the long term effects of this
product -- which the developers say is "Not a
vaccine." Many doctors around the world and in
Israel have said that it is unknown what the long
term effects will be. It was given an "emergency"
override because of the situation. Historically, a
number of vaccines were given approval and
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then were discontinued because of the
irrevocable damage they caused. There is no
information about long term effects for this
product. Already some people have died from
this "vaccine" and some of the "vaccines" have
been discontinued. Let me state that I have
taken vaccines in the past but the information on
this product -- side effects -- and lack of
information for long term use -- provided by the
companies that have made them is very
disturbing. And it seems that it is much more
dangerous than the illness itself.
Maybe there will be side affects what they don't
know yet.
It is an experimental vaccine that was only
approved on emergency basis. I do not want to
be an experiment. There are too many stories of
healthy people getting sick or dying r"l after
vaccination I trust in Hashem to take care of me.
Herd Immunity has been reached. Everyone was
exposed to virus. I believe in stregnthening
Immune System to be able to fight off Viruses
and bacterias.
Not informed enough- not sure if what I'm
reading is accurate info
There is a sinister plan in this vaccine program.
Do your research on Bill Gates and the World
Economic forum. This was all pre-planned and
the virus which was created and patented in a lab
in North Carolina was created as a bio weapon
and sent to the Wuhan Institute of Virology
(funded by Gates foundation) for "storage" and
was intentionally released. Dr Fauci, who is
funded by bill Gates was heavily involved in the
developing if SARS cov2 and other dangerous
pathogens including the AIDS virus. Gates also is
heavily invested in the pharmaceutical industry.
His agenda along with his cohorts of the World
Economic Forum is to depopulate the planet to
save the earth from the ravages of global
warming using the vaccine program as a means,
while enriching the pharmaceutical industry and
all those heavily invested into it. There are real
videos of Gates talking about it at various events
including the WEF. There are remedies and cures
for COVID if treated EARLY such as
hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin along with
vitamin C, vitamin D, zinc and if needed,
antibiotics such as Zithromax (z-pack). These
were banned by WHO and many governments
because these are cheap drugs that work and
would foil the vaccine program which is a highly
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lucrative financial enterprise and the intent to
cause ADE deaths, infertility, and generally help
with their depopulation agenda. This is all
sourced by many doctors, scientists,
microbiologists, virologists, front line doctors etc.
I have many links to all this information from tons
of research done by people that I am in contact
with.
There are rumors that it may affect fertility and
I'm afraid of taking such a chance.
Because the vaccine, the lockdowns, are all a slap
in the face to God. He brought the virus here and
He will end it in His time.
no reason to take the vaccine after having the
virus
there's not enough research. there are too many
side affects that are not being honestly
addressed.
There are no long-term studies. Animal trials all
showed adverse long-term reactions within 1 to 3
years when the animals came into contact with
the virus. This is called Pathogenic priming. No
one knows what the shot will do long-term. It's a
chilul hashem What jews are doing to Jews And
how they're pressuring each other and blindly
following day I and others who have been wrong
time after time. People are discouraged from
even questioning Ans were being lied to. It's not
even FDA approved! Everyone has the right to
personal medical decisions.
My work environment is not very social. Had the
virus about a year after it arrived with my
medical team telling me I have a strong immune
system. I believe I got it only because I wasn't
feeling well - hence immune system low, and
went to a wedding.
The companies have no liability. 2. The
companies are corrupt- they have been involved
in lawsuits in the past. Johnson and Johnson are
paying out cancer fees related to their product
thats put on topically- I should allow it to enter
my body via an injection, in which it will be 100%
absorbed? 3. The whole point of the vaccine is to
get antibodies. If you had COVID, you are still
encouraged to get the vaccine? What's the point?
Since I had the Virus, I feel that my body is
imuned and the vaccine wil not be necessary.
Because they're are people dropping dead from it
and having all kinds of side effects
Nervous that some side effects will only be
known at a later time. I also hope that after the
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vulnerable population is vaccinated the virus will
disappear.
not devloped enough not enough research done
I'm fairly sure it's safe but it still pays to be
cautious.
i dont feel its so safe being made in 12 months,
Time is my best advisor
HAD THE VIRUS AND HAVE ANTIBODIES
Any entity or organization who encourages
people to take a product that not tort liable and
also not FDA approved for regular use needs to
really think twice about what they are doing.
Medical freedom is not to be discounted, it is
everything.
i hear alot of stories of people getting major side
effects
Medical documention specifies the dangers
involved
if effective then only short term.
I think people between age of 65 and 75 could
get it. If they feel scared, but older than 75
people are dying from vaccine. and younger than
65 people i think can fight it. This is my personal
opinion.
Why should I inject myself with toxins and
genetic modification and Gd knows what else
when I'm perfectly healthy??? Gd created us in
his image, he sculpted our organs and immune to
function and to heal itself. Why in the world
would I inject toxins to "protect" myself from
something I don't have?! Doctors and pharma
have failed me and my children in the past. I have
learned from experiences not to trust in these for
profit evil forces, my Gd is the Almighty and in
Him I trust !!
Until the technology and vaccine is proven safe
and is authorized for NON emergency use. It is
hard to justify taking an experimental vaccine
after having the virus, having antibodies. have
seen many patients suffer severe side effects and
perhaps death from the vaccine and knowing
that there are currently effective treatments if
started early.
I would also wait until all political interests to
promote this vaccine dies down a little and then
hear somewhat more of a 2 sided view about it's
safety and importance for someone who already
has immunity.
im concerned about long term vaccine effects in
general and specifically this one
Can't trust drug companies who are making
millions. Look at idiot Dr. Fauci.

• There are a lot of concerns about this vaccine, it
doesn't look and doesn't smell good, we need to
keep a watchful eye on this...
• i dont want to try new things
• I do not like to rush to do new things.
• I would only get it, if I need for traveling etc.
• I am VERY skeptical about this whole issue
although I strongly am pro vaccines with other
diseases. I find the vaccines were produced far
too early for them to know enough about the
virus. At least we were not given enough info
about the vaccines & virus.
• Too much coverup by government and news
agencies about the side effects and vaccine
related deaths. I do not trust any of this.
• Get busy with getting the stuff that heal COVID
naturally & natural preventions rather than the
vaccine which based on public records killed
more than 2000 people & harmed more than
50,000.
• I have a relative that passed away a week after
receiving the vaccine
• I'm hearing stories about side effects and i am
young and basically healthy, i don't feel it's a
threat to me.
• if meds wouldn't make so much money then
pharma wouldn't lobby all the politicians & buy
so many ads in the media & we know from the
torah that shochad blinds the eyes of the
chachumem & it corrupts the tzadikem now if
they would be held liable for damages then I
would trust it more. Just like any other product
that damages they are held liable but here how
can we trust them when they have no
consequences you wouldn't accept this for food,
a car or appliances or anything else plus the
heads of the fda cdc nih & health depts. have a
revolving door going from pharma to them &
back 1 example is Dr. Julie Gerberding used to
work at the cdc directing vaccines then she went
to work for merk as Executive Vice President with
a large pay so we cant trust the fox watching the
hen house
• i am a young female adult and i feel that my
immune system is strong enough to be able to
fight covid if i will get it and in addition i dont
trust a vaccine that was made under such
circumstances
• i'm a yong person who had COVID already,
therefore i don't see a need to get it
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• I have a very sensitive system and I am definitely
concerned about putting this as yet unproven
and controversial vaccine
• I truly believed that most deaths that were
blamed on covid happened because the hospitals
did not treat the patients properly
• I am not a guinea pig. this vaccine was never
safey tested and people getting it now are not
being followed long enough to know if there are
any bad reactions.
• I'm afraid I'll refuse
• I can't play because I won the new crown
• I'm still thinking about security
• I don't think vaccines are credible
• Mainly i don't see any reason to take it as i
explained.
• I probably will not get the vaccine as long as my
doctor does not recommend it.
• Check out Vaers data base and thats only a a few
% of the side affects as congress report.......
• People say its dangerous for women who want to
have kids.
• As far as i know they are not sure vaccines help
and there is a good few that had side effects and
I don't see that they should reduce pressure on
vaccinated people as letting them gather or enter
certain places so why should I take it
• I'm aware that animal trials in the past yielded
very bad results and this time around they
skipped the animal trials altogether It saddens
me to see hatzolah selling their own ppl for
money
• There have bern too many cases if severe side
effects and death from it
• I Don't think that covid is such a risk for people
my age
• will only take if a must to be able to fly
• I will not allow my body to undergo such a
potentially dangerous medical experiment. I'm
not afraid of covid, there are many known safe
alternatives available to fight against the virus.
The effectiveness is highly unknown (there's
speculation among the medical community now
that a 3rd dose will be needed within 6 months,
and yearly boosters!!!). I keep hearing about
people dying or having strokes within
days/weeks of receiving the shot. Similar
vaccines have been in development over the
past several years, but never make it to the
market since they failed during the animal trials.
The animals would die when exposed to the virus
that they had been vaccinated for. The current

vaccine skipped over the animal trials and went
straight to human trials.
• I am in the health field I have seen so many
damaged children and adults from vaccinations in
general and I am staying on top of the
international scene of the side effects from the
new corona vaccination I have seen devastating
long-term fertility effects from the Gardasil HPV
vaccination and this one certainly has not even
been around long enough to truly be tested
RAVVOSNER has written very strongly in addition
to RAVWACHTFOGEL and there are many many
other experts in the field Both nationally and
internationally as well who are trying to speak
out and many who have already lost licenses for
speaking out. I am currently dealing with 3 to
4Young women whose fertility has been
compromised from past vaccinations and my
niece in Israel who runs an ICU unit has three
single friends who have very significant side
effects from the corona vaccination. I feel very
strongly that everyone has a right to choose and
it's very interesting that the people who are
choosing not to take it are not telling the rest of
the world what to do and the ones who are
choosing to take it are making it very difficult for
the non-vaccinated people to live comfortable
and happy lives. one example, a relative of mine
is graduating in June and the YESHIVA just sent
out a message that only parents and
grandparents who can show proof of the two
vaccinations will be allowed to come to the
graduation this is a horror. the SHUL is
segregating the ones who have taken the
vaccination from everyone else this is not
government mandated we are doing this to
ourselves. I see every day people who have taken
the vaccinations and wearing masks still fraught
with anxiety and fear when they should feel very
comfortable with their decision and feel the
protection of the Vaccination that's why they
took it. On top of it all my physician has
recommended that I not take it there are many
people with either underlying health concerns
auto immune issues or healthy antibodies that
would be more at risk from taking a vaccination
they should be an individual decision that each
family can make for themselves otherwise we are
turning back the hands of time to very dark and
frighteningperiod.
• There r many effective treatments and I Bh am in
a high recovery rate statistic. Why would I take
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an experimental treatment that will take years to
determine the long term affects??
ASA ABOVE HAD THE VIRUS
There's no valid reason why a yid should put
themselves in a position of endangering
themselves , for something not proven to work
and is proven to have adverse side effects.
i know people who died, were hospitalized and
had other side effects from it.
No long term studies. Anything anyone says is a
side effect is hushed by media and medical
professionals as "coincidence".
It has not been proven safe nor effective. It was
rushed to market and is not FDA approved.
Thousands of people are reporting adverse
events post injection and are being dismissed.
There are definitely political motives pushing the
agenda.
There's no need to get it
I have many friends who got it and felt unwell for
a long time after it and shared other negative
side afects and they didn't even bother reporting
so I think it's not as safe as people think
I won't take a vaccine that isn't on the market for
at least 30 years.
Too many people are worried about getting
vaccinated
It's not a good time to get vaccinated if you're
sick.
allergic constitution
Because I have learned that when taking advice,
in any area of life, one also has to check in we
with oneself to see if it makes sense to ones own
self, and if it does not, and I go against my
intuition, I will only have myself to blame. Over
here, if something would go wrong after the
injection, the professionals never guaranteed
anything to me, they only made strong
suggestions based on their knowledge and
experience in their area of expertise; and I may
be left one day living with the effects of
something, and will be left with only myself to
blame.
I'm afraid it won't work out
Doctors still dont have answers of how often we
will need it. Doctors still don't have a finalized
one that works with all the strains. And until they
say no need for masks and social distancing I
don't see the point of taking the shot.
Rabbinic guidance advised not to.
They have no idea what can happen long term.
It's completely experimental and it is shocking
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that the Jewish people are so willing to be part of
the largest human experiment that has ever been
done. They are using people as guinea pigs and
people are too blind to even see it. It is not even
FDA approved and it was rushed to the market.
As much as it can still be a threat and other
strains may be around. There are many ways that
covid can be treated with for example with HQC,
Ivermectin and many other things that have been
proven to be very effective. To inject something
into yourself that can be have dangerous side
effects and is risky if there are other options
available seems to be a very bad choice.
Nobody knows what the long-term side effects
will be. My daughter (who does research in a lab)
is very against it.
No money doesn't matter
Lack of safety and efficacy and I refuse to be part
of the world wide study. I choose to be in the
control group. Study ends 2023. I am not a lab
rat. Coercing people to partake in an experiment
violates the Nuremberg code.
I know people that had the vaccine and had side
affects. They were told it was normal.
most people I asked that took the vaccine
including non-Jews told me that in the days after
getting the vaccine they had covid symptoms, so
its nothing more then getting the virus then
what's the point of it? for the people its
dangerous this is dangerous as well, and other
people why should they want to have fever for a
few days? but if the government says that
whoever gets the vaccine could go without a
mask and gather with more people I would take it
because its worth it, as long the vaccinated
people also have to follow the rules why should I
bother taking it?
1-VAERS.gov 2-Vaccine has NO liability on the
pharmaceutical companies!!!!
doc said since I have antibodies, no need for now
to get the vaccine.
the way they push it and never admit that
anything wrong ever happened caused by the
vaccine they lost the trust.
There have already been several thousand deaths
as a direct result of this vaccine. Some argue that
covid has killed many people so it's worth the
cost (of human life!). However, the speed with
which this mrna gene (chemo)therapy agent was
developed leaves much doubt that this vaccine
will prevent any morbidity at all.
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• i think the the media is all biased and doctors are
not smart anymore, they read the same journals
that everyone reads on the media
• It has not proven to be a better defense the
having had covid. At this time there are no
documented cases of people getting covid again.
At least not in numbers..
• I'm not a vaccine addict nor an anti vaccination
guy but the amount of people getting hurt or
Covid after being vaccinated concerns me, it may
take time for the vaccine to be "touched up"
• already had the virus
• Im worried abt how safe it is and about the side
effects.
• covid isn't that scary
• I want to know there are no side effects
• No reason for me to take it because I'm young
and healthy and nothing is happening to people
my age without underlying conditions
• No reason to get a new experimental vaccine that
doesn't even have a regular fda approval for a
virus that I already had and it has a 99plus%
survival rate for healthy people
• There is not enough proof of their efficacy as well
as the side effects.
• Kna"l IDONT NEED It!
• I work on staying healthy and doing healthy
things. I don't want to inject myself with poison.
• I am really not that good with vaccines, I
generally get very sick after
• if you need a 3rd booster shot or any year so for
the first year anti bodies are affective
• I do not want to be a guinea pig. I do not want a
vaccine that is all of a sudden political. It was
developed incredibly quickly and is still under EU
and not even FDA approved yet.. We don't know
long term affects, such as fertility, bones... I know
and have seen first hand how different people
have reacted to receiving the vaccine (all diff
brands), strokes, bell's palsy, blood clots,
seizures. If it is for herd immunity, then why
don't people check their antibodies before
receiving the vaccine? No one knows how long
these vaccine antibodies will last, and then there
will will be boosters. Once someone starts, you
can't stop. There are new strands of Covid that
the vaccine may not even help against. Covid
does not spread in the way that we know. People
who isolate get it, people who are intimately with
someone who has covid doesn't get it.
• I'm not interested in being experimented on,
especially, if it's not FDA approved, when there's
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quite a few other treatments available. The fear
mongering is just a tactic to indoctrinate and
keep ppl imprisoned by not allowing them to
think. Why aren't the illegal people being
vaccinnated? They could be bringing in Covid or
other diseases! There should be mass Vaccination
at the border! The hypocrisy is too much! You
can't stop what's coming!
I believe this vaccine is still in the experimental
stages and refuse to be a part of it. Hashem gave
me a healthy immune system BH and no vaccine
can top that as we're seeing Pfizer already saying
there is a need for a 3rd dose. And unfortunately
after a huge vaccine drive in Heimish BP the J&J
vaccine was disconnected. I'm not willing to be a
lab rat at this point in my life.
All previous studies using using mRNA vaccines in
the past have led to death and serious illness in
the experimental group. This is why it was never
done on humans before (except once on babies
in the 60's where many babies got sick and 2
died).
I am nervous about the long term affects My
benefit doesn't outweigh the risk at this point in
time
it is known to be experimental on large
populations.It is based upon hypothetical models
rather than actual data. Thee has been no
isolation of this virus. Statistics are dependent
upon hypothetical information. The vax, being
based upon Rna, is not a "vaccine" as we know it,
and genetically changes the way that cells
respond which has been shown to be detrimental
to numbers of recievers.This medical treatment
has not been put thru any way near enough trials
before placing it into human bodies, young and
old. Not enough studies done upin the
fertilization.
People with high antibodies have bad reactions
to the vaccine.
Unless I MUST travel to a place that requires it i
dont feel I need it.
Rate of survival is a higher then vaccine
effectiveness
People have lost baby's and had sideafects after
If my doctor tells me to take it I will. There is no
reason for me to rush and take it since I still have
antibodies. A family member that took it was
weak after taking it but I'm not concerned about
the vaccine.
My decision to get the vaccine will b solely based
if it will allow me freedome to travel... Basically
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for political reason . If the vaccines do not make a
difference in free travel I will most definitely not
take the vaccine.
If my body was able to fight the virus then why
get a vaccine that has chances of blood clots and
other side effects?
I would be sure about it if it didn't become a
politicized topic, therefore making its credibility
more trustworthy.
More studies needed.
I feel that the elderly and people with medical
conditions should consider the vaccine, a healthy
person should be able to fight the present strians
f the virus
I am very concerned about long term effects.
I already told you.
I will maybe get later on if I need to get it
Since this virus is not dangerous for lost people
that don't have a compromised immune system
and the fact that I got it right in the beginning
and had almost no side effects
Covid has been heavily politicized, and the health
and well-being of people hasn't seemed to be the
prime concern. It is being used as a control tool
by the same people who want to heavily control
people in other areas.
Why isn't the government considering natural
antibodies as the same protection as vaccine
If a person continues to check for anti bodies why
should they get the vaccine?
I had covid and recovered
We're not getting the real answers (issues) of the
side effects let it be out for a long time and then
will see I'm totally for vaccines but here there are
to many controversial statements for people for
yes and for no
I recovered from covid why in the world would I
get the vaccine When my daughter got
chickenpox the dr said she doesn't need the
vaccine. Same thing here
It's political, and a eval agenda behind it,
I am a diebedic. And am afraid to take the shot!
No one knows what the long-term effects of this
vaccine are. There are no long-term studies on
any mRNA based vaccines, and the technology
has been unapproved over and over again - yet
now it's been speed-cleared.
I can't trust anyone .
I'm against seat belt fines. Hope this helps.
The same reason I don't take the flu vaccine
yearly it's just another hoax and way the
government and pharma companies make money

• Once it's approved I would think about getting it.
As long as it's a test, i prefer to stay in the
unvaccinated control group
• Total absolute lack of trust in authority/power
structure.
• I am afraid of the long term effects
• 1) many doctors don't recommend the vaccines.
2) Kary Mullis the nobel prize winner and
inventor of the PCR test (used to test for covid19) already at a TV interview back in 1993
strongly criticized Dr fauci and called him out for
being a fraud, why would i trust him with the
vaccines? listen to him for yourself here:
https://rumble.com/vbqqod-kary-mullis-pcr-testinventor-calls-fauci-a-fraud.html 3) many of the
"medical experts" recommending the vaccines
are relying on the FDA, yet it can't be said that
the FDA is clean from corruption
• You can not rely on the health department, and
without knowing that there are no risky side
effects till the next years to come, it's more save
to be passive.
• As long as I have antibodies I'm holding off.
• Only way I will get it if I will have to for whatever
reason
• So far (by last week) in just the US alone, there
have been over 2700 deaths reported to the
VAERS site. That means that the COVID vaccine
adverse events have already surpassed 11 years
(!) of severe side effects reported from all other
vaccines combined. Additionally and most
importantly - A problem with VAERS is that it is a
passive reporting system, relying on voluntary,
rather than mandatory, reporting. As such,
numerous reviews of VAERS have found that only
a tiny fraction of vaccine adverse events are
reported. For example, an HHS-funded review of
vaccine adverse events over a three-year period
by Harvard Medical School involving 715,000
patients found that "fewer than 1% of vaccine
adverse events are reported."! A U.S. House
Report similarly stated: "Former FDA
Commissioner David A. Kessler has estimated
that VAERS reports currently represent only a
fraction of the serious adverse events." IN THE
LAST ONE WEEK ALONE, THE VAERS REPORTED
SEVERE SIDE EFFECTS AND DEATHS OF THE COVID
VACCINE WENT UP BY 20%. And I'm sure we are
just at the beginning... So basically I will not be
the Ginny Pig. How do we know what will happen
to all the vaccine recipients in two - five - ten or
even twenty years down the line. Science cannot
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predict everything! At that point it will be too late
for those millions of people. G-D should protects
us all. One more point- I have read many studies
and been in touch with several leading Rabbanim
that have a vast knowledge in the medical field
and they have confirmed that there may very
well be a chance of fertility issues from the
vaccine for some people and they too have
advised that regular healthy people should
refrain from taking it, at least for the near future.
I believe it is against every belief in our Torah and
Emunah to put a young, healthy person in a
position to take such a vaccine. If things will
change in the future no one knows, however I
doubt it. But if for some unexpected reasons it
does, the issue can be revisited in years to come.
Hatzlocha in all the great work you do for the
klal! With much appreciation.
• Reasons I Won't Be Getting a COVID Vaccine
Knowing how contentious this issue is, part of me
would rather just write about something else. But
I believe the discussion/news is so one-sided that
I should speak up. As I always strive to do, I
promise to do my best to be level-headed and
non-hysterical. I'm not here to pick a fight with
anyone, just to walk you through some of what
I've read, my lingering questions and explain why
I can't make sense of these COVID vaccines.
Three ground rules for discussion: If you care to
engage on this topic with me, excellent. Here are
the rules. I am more than happy to correspond
with you if: You are respectful and treat me the
way you would want to be treated. You ask
genuinely thoughtful questions about what
makes sense to you. You make your points using
sound logic and don't hide behind links or the
word "science." If you do respond, and you break
any of those rules, your comments will be
ignored/deleted. With that out of the way, let
me say this: I don't know everything, but so far
no one has been able to answer the objections
below. So here are the reasons I'm opting out of
the COVID vaccine: 1. Vaccine makers are
immune from liability The only industry in the
world that bears no liability for injuries or deaths
resulting from their products are vaccine makers.
As first established in 1986 with the National
Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, and reinforced by
the Public Readiness and Emergency
Preparedness (PREP) Act, vaccine makers cannot
be sued ‚Äî even if they are shown to be
negligent. The COVID vaccine makers are
allowed to create a one-size-fits-all product, with

no testing on sub-populations (i.e. people with
specific health conditions), and yet they are
unwilling to accept any responsibility for any
adverse events or deaths their products cause. If
a company is not willing to stand behind its
product as safe, especially one rushed to market,
I am not willing to take a chance on that product.
No liability. No trust. Here's why ‚Ä¶ 2. The
checkered past of vaccine companies The four
major companies who are making COVID vaccines
are/have either: Never brought a vaccine to
market before COVID (Moderna and Johnson &
Johnson). Are serial felons (Pfizer, and
AstraZeneca). Are both (Johnson & Johnson).
Moderna had been trying to "Modernize our
RNA" (thus the company name) for years, but
had never successfully brought any product to
market. How nice for the company to get a major
cash infusion from the government to keep
trying. In fact, all major vaccine makers (save
Moderna) have paid out tens of billions of dollars
in damages for other products they brought to
market when they knew those products would
cause injuries and death ‚Äî see Vioxx, Bextra,
Celebrex, Thalidomide and opioids as a few
examples. If drug companies willfully choose to
put harmful products in the market ‚Äî when they
can be sued ‚Äî why would we trust any product
where they have no liability? Three of the four
COVID vaccine makers have been sued for
products they brought to market even though
they knew injuries and deaths would result.
Johnson & Johnson has lost major lawsuits in
1995, 1996, 2001, 2010, 2011, 2016, 2019 (For
what it's worth, the company's vaccine also
contains tissues from aborted fetal cells, perhaps
a topic for another discussion). Pfizer has the
distinction of the biggest criminal payout in
history. The company lost so many lawsuits it's
hard to count. You can check out its rap sheet
here. Maybe that's why Pfizer is demanding that
countries where they don't have liability
protection put up collateral to cover vaccineinjury lawsuits. AstraZeneca has similarly lost so
many lawsuits it's hard to count. Here's one.
Here's another‚Ä¶you get the point. And in case
you missed it, the company had its COVID vaccine
suspended in at least 18 countries over concerns
of blood clots, and it completely botched its
meeting with the FDA with numbers from their
study that didn't match. Oh, and apparently
Johnson & Johnson (whose vaccine was granted
Emergency Use Authorization in the U.S.) and
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AstraZenca (whose vaccine is not approved in the
U.S.), had a little mix up in their ingredients ‚Ä¶ in
15 million doses. Oops. Given the free pass from
liability, and the checkered past of these
companies, why would we assume that all their
vaccines are safe and made completely above
board? Where else in life would we trust
someone with that kind of reputation? To me
that makes as much sense as expecting a
remorseless, abusive unfaithful lover to become
a different person because a judge said deep
down they are a good person. No. I don't trust
them. No liability. No trust. Here's another
reason why I don't trust them ‚Ä¶ Ask Congress
to Investigate COVID Origins - Take Action 3. Ugly
history of attempts to make coronavirus vaccines
There have been many attempts to make viral
vaccines in the past that ended in utter failure ‚Äî
which is why we did not have a coronavirus
vaccine in 2020. In the 1960s, scientists
attempted to make an RSV (respiratory syncytial
virus) vaccine for infants. In that study, they
skipped animal trials because the trials weren't
required then. In the end, the vaccinated infants
got much sicker than the unvaccinated infants
when exposed to the virus in nature, with 80% of
the vaccinated infants requiring hospitalization.
Two of them died. After 2000, scientists made
many attempts to create coronavirus vaccines.
For the past 20 years, all ended in failure because
the animals in the clinical trials got very sick and
many died, just like the children in the 1960s.
You can read a summary of this history/science
here. Or if you want to read the individual studies
you can check out these links: In 2004,
attempted vaccine produced hepatitis in ferrets.
In 2005, mice and civets became sick and more
susceptible to coronaviruses after being
vaccinated. In 2012, the ferrets became sick and
died. And in this study, mice and ferrets
developed lung disease. In 2016, this study also
produced lung disease in mice. The typical
pattern in the studies referenced above is that
the children and the animals produced beautiful
antibody responses after being vaccinated. The
manufacturers thought they hit the jackpot. The
problem came when the children and animals
were exposed to the wild version of the virus.
When that happened, an unexplained
phenomenon called antibody dependent
enhancement, also known as vaccine enhanced
disease, occurred where the immune system
produced a "cytokine storm" (i.e. overwhelmingly

attacked the body) and the children/animals
died. Here's the lingering issue: The vaccine
makers have no data to suggest their rushed
vaccines have overcome that problem. In other
words, never before has any attempt to make a
coronavirus vaccine been successful, nor has the
gene-therapy technology in mRNA "vaccines"
been safely brought to market. We might
assume that because the companies received
billions of dollars in government funding, they
must have figured out that problem. Except they
don't know if they have ‚Ä¶ 4. The 'data gaps'
submitted to FDA by vaccine makers When
vaccine makers submitted their papers to the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the
Emergency Use Authorization (which is not the
same as a full FDA approval), among the many
"data gaps" they reported was that they have
nothing in their trials to suggest they overcame
that pesky problem of vaccine enhanced disease.
They simply don't know if the vaccines they've
made will also produce the same cytokine storm
(and deaths) as previous attempts at such
products. As Dr. Joseph Mercola points out ‚Ä¶
"Previous attempts to develop an mRNA-based
drug using lipid nanoparticles failed and had to
be abandoned because when the dose was too
low, the drug had no effect, and when dosed too
high, the drug became too toxic. An obvious
question is: What has changed that now makes
this technology safe enough for mass use?" If
that's not alarming enough, here are other gaps
in the data ‚Äî in other words, there is no data to
suggest safety or efficacy regarding: Anyone
younger than age 18 or older than age 55.
Pregnant or lactating mothers. Autoimmune
conditions. Immunocompromised individuals. No
data on transmission of COVID. No data on
preventing mortality from COVID. No data on
duration of protection from COVID. In case you
think I'm making this up, or want to see the
actual documents sent to the FDA by Pfizer and
Moderna for their Emergency Use Authorization,
you can check out this, or this respectively. The
data gaps can be found starting with page 46 and
48 respectively. For now let's turn our eyes to
the raw data the vaccine makers used to submit
for emergency use authorization ‚Ä¶ 5. No
access to raw data from trials Would you like to
see the raw data that produced the "90% and
95% effective" claims touted in the news? Me
too. But the companies won't let us see that
data. As pointed out in the BMJ, something
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about the Pfizer and Moderna efficacy claims
smells really funny. There were "3,410 total cases
of suspected, but unconfirmed COVID-19 in the
overall study population, 1,594 occurred in the
vaccine group vs. 1,816 in the placebo group."
Wait ‚Ä¶ what? Did they fail to do science in their
scientific study by not verifying a major variable?
Could they not test those "suspected but
unconfirmed" cases to find out if they had
COVID? Why not test all 3,410 participants for
the sake of accuracy? Can we only guess they
didn't test because it would mess up their "9095% effective" claims? Would it not be prudent
for the FDA to expect (demand) the vaccine
makers test people who have "COVID-like
symptoms," and release their raw data so
independent third parties could examine how the
manufacturers justified the numbers? It's only
every citizen of the world we're trying to get to
take these experimental products ‚Äî why did the
FDA not require that? Isn't that the entire
purpose of the FDA anyway? Good question.
Foxes guarding the hen house? No liability. No
trust. 6. No long-term safety testing With
products that have been on the market only a
few months, we have no long-term safety data.
In other words, we have no idea what this
product will do in the body months or years from
now ‚Äî for any population. Given all the risks
above (risks that all pharmaceutical products
have), would it not be prudent to wait to see if
the worst-case scenarios have indeed been
avoided? Would it not make sense to want to fill
those pesky "data gaps" before we try to give this
to every man, woman and child on the planet?
That would make sense. But to have that data,
they need to test it on people, which leads me to
my next point ‚Ä¶ 7. No informed consent What
most who are taking the vaccine don't know is
that because these products are still in clinical
trials, anyone who gets the shot is now part of
the clinical trial ‚Äî part of the experiment. Those
(like me) who do not take it, are part of the
control group. Time will tell how this experiment
works out. But, you may be asking, if the
vaccines are causing harm, wouldn't we be seeing
that all over the news? Surely the FDA would step
in and pause the distribution? (Editor's note:
federal health officials on Tuesday paused the
Johnsons & Johnson vaccine over concerns
related to blood clots). If the Vaccine Adverse
Events Reporting System (VAERS) ‚Äî the
government-run system for reporting deaths and

injuries after vaccines ‚Äî worked, maybe things
would be different, but ‚Ä¶ 8. Under-reporting of
adverse reactions and deaths According to a
Harvard study (commissioned by our own
government), less than 1% of all adverse
reactions to vaccines are actually submitted to
VAERS. While the problems with VAERS have not
been fixed (as you can read about in this letter to
the CDC), at the time of this writing, VAERS
reports over 2,200 deaths from the current
COVID vaccines, as well as close to 60,000
adverse reactions. If those numbers represent
only 1% of the total adverse reactions (or .8% to
2% of what this study published recently in the
JAMA found), you can do the math ‚Äî but that
equates to somewhere around 110,000 to
220,000 deaths from the vaccines to date, and a
ridiculous number of adverse reactions. Bet you
didn't see that on the news. That death number
would currently still be lower than the 424,000
deaths from medical errors that happen every
year (which you probably also don't hear about),
but we are not even six months into the rollout of
these vaccines yet. If you want a deeper dive
into the problems with the VAERS reporting
system, you can check out this or this. But then
there's my next point, which could be argued
makes these COVID vaccines seem pointless ‚Ä¶
9. The vaccines don't stop transmission or
infection Aren't these vaccines supposed to be
what we've been waiting for to "go back to
normal"? Nope. Why do you think we're getting
all these conflicting messages about needing to
practice social distancing and wear masks after
we get a vaccine? The reason is because these
vaccines were never designed to stop
transmission or infection. If you don't believe
me, I refer you again to the papers submitted to
the FDA I linked to above which show that the
primary endpoint (what the vaccines are meant
to accomplish) is to lower your symptoms.
Sounds like just about every other drug on the
market right? That's it ‚Ä¶ lowering your
symptoms is the big payoff we've been waiting
for. Does that seem completely pointless to
anyone but me? It can't stop us from spreading
the virus. It can't stop the virus from infecting us
once we have it. To get the vaccine is to accept
all the risk of these experimental products and
the best it might do is lower symptoms? There
are plenty of other things I can do to lower my
symptoms that don't involve taking what appears
to be a really risky product. Now for the next
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logical question: If we're worried about
asymptomatic spreaders, would the vaccine not
make it more likely that we are creating
asymptomatic spread? If it indeed reduces
symptoms, anyone who gets it might not even
know they are sick and thus they are more likely
to spread the virus, right? For what it's worth,
I've heard many people say the side effects of the
vaccine (especially the second dose) are worse
than catching COVID. I can't make sense of that
either. Take the risk. Get no protection. Suffer
through the vaccine side effects. Keep wearing
your mask and social distancing ‚Ä¶ and continue
to be able to spread the virus. It gets worse ‚Ä¶
10. People are catching COVID after being fully
vaccinated Talk about a bummer. You get
vaccinated and you still catch COVID. It's
happening in Washington State. It's happening in
New York. It's happening in Michigan. It's
happening in Hawaii. It's happening in several
other states too. It happened to 80% of 35 nuns
who got the vaccine in Kentucky. Two of them
died by the way. In reality, this phenomenon is
probably happening everywhere, but those are
the ones making the news now. Given the
reasons above (and what's below), maybe this
doesn't surprise you, but bummer if you thought
the vaccine was a shield to keep you safe. It's
not. That was never the point. If 66% of
healthcare workers in L.A. are going to delay or
skip the vaccine ‚Ä¶ maybe they aren't wowed by
the rushed science either. Maybe they are
watching the shady way deaths and cases are
being reported ‚Ä¶ 11. Overall death rate from
COVID According to the CDC's own numbers,
COVID has a 99.74% survival rate. Why would I
take a risk on a product, that doesn't stop
infection or transmission, to help me overcome a
cold that has a .26% chance of killing me ‚Äî
which actually in my age range is has about a .1%
chance of killing me (and .01% chance of killing
my kids). With a bar (death rate) that low, we
will be in lockdown every year ‚Ä¶ i.e., forever.
But wait, what about the 500,000-plus deaths,
that's alarming right? I'm glad you asked ‚Ä¶ 12.
Bloated COVID death numbers Something smells
really funny about this one. Never before in the
history of death certificates has our own
government changed how deaths are reported.
Why now, are we reporting everyone who dies
with COVID in their body, as having died of
COVID, rather than the co-morbidities that
actually took their life? Until COVID, all

coronaviruses (common colds) were never listed
as the primary cause of death when someone
died of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, autoimmune conditions or any other major
comorbidity. The disease was listed as the cause
of death, and a confounding factor like flu or
pneumonia was listed on a separate line. To
bloat the number even more, the World Health
Organization and the CDC changed their
guidelines such that those who are suspected or
probable (but were never confirmed) of having
died of COVID, are also included in the death
numbers. If we are going to do that then should
we not go back and change the numbers of all
past cold and flu seasons so we can compare
apples to apples when it comes to death rates?
According to the CDCs own numbers, (scroll
down to the section "comorbidities and other
conditions"), only 6% of the deaths being
attributed to COVID are instances where COVID
seems to be the only issue at hand. In other
words, reduce the death numbers you see on the
news by 94% and you have what is likely the real
numbers of deaths from just COVID. Even if the
former CDC director is correct and COVID-19 was
a lab-enhanced virus (see Reason #14 below), a
.26% death rate is still in line with the viral death
rate that circles the planet every year. Then
there's this Fauci guy. I'd really love to trust him,
but besides the fact that he hasn't treated one
COVID patient, you should probably know ‚Ä¶
13. Fauci and others at NIAID own patents on the
Moderna vaccine Thanks to the Bayh-Dole Act,
government workers are allowed to file patents
on any research they do using taxpayer funding.
Tony Fauci owns more than 1,000 patents (see
this video for more details), including patents
being used on the Moderna vaccine ‚Ä¶ for which
he approved government funding. In fact, the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) ‚Äî which
oversees the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID), of which Fauci is the
director ‚Äî claims joint ownership of Moderna's
vaccine. Does anyone else see this as a major
conflict of interest, or criminal even? I say
criminal because there's also this pesky problem
that makes me even more distrustful of Fauci,
NIAD, and the NIH in general ‚Ä¶ 14. Fauci is on
the hot seat for illegal gain-of-function research
What is "gain-of-function" research? It's where
scientists attempt to make viruses gain functions
‚Äî i.e. make them more transmissible and
deadlier. Sounds at least a touch unethical,
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right? How could that possibly be helpful? Our
government agreed, and 2014, banned the
practice. So what did the Fauci-led NIAID do?
They pivoted and outsourced the gain-of-function
research (in coronaviruses no less) to China ‚Äî to
the tune of a $600K grant. Mr. Fauci, you have
some explaining to do ‚Ä¶ and I hope the
cameras are recording when you have to defend
your actions. For now, let's turn our attention
back to the virus ‚Ä¶ 15. The virus continues to
mutate Not only does the virus (like all viruses)
continue to mutate, but according to worldrenowned vaccine developer Geert Vanden
Bossche (whom you'll meet below if you don't
know him) it's mutating about every 10 hours.
How in the world are we going to keep creating
vaccines to keep up with that level of mutation?
We're not. Might that also explain why fully
vaccinated people are continuing to catch
COVID? Why, given that natural immunity has
never ultimately failed humanity, do we suddenly
not trust it? Why, if I ask questions like the
above, or post links like what you find above, will
my thoughts be deleted from all major social
media platforms? That brings me to the next
troubling problem I have with these vaccines ‚Ä¶
16. Censorship and the complete absence of
scientific debate I can't help but get snarky here,
so humor me. How did you enjoy all those
nationally and globally televised, robust debates
put on by public health officials, and broadcast
simultaneously on every major news station?
Wasn't it great hearing from the best minds in
medicine, virology, epidemiology, economics and
vaccinology, from all over the world. as they
vigorously and respectfully debated things like:
Lockdowns Mask wearing Social-distancing
Vaccine efficacy and safety trials How to screen
for susceptibility to vaccine injury Therapeutics,
(i.e. non-vaccine treatment options) Wasn't it
great seeing public health officials (who never
treated anyone with COVID) have their "science"
questioned? Wasn't it great seeing the FDA
panel publicly grill the vaccine makers in prime
time as they stood in the hot-seat of tough
questions about products of which they have no
liability? Oh, wait ‚Ä¶ you didn't see those
debates? No, you didn't. Because they never
happened. What happened instead was heavyhanded censorship of all but one narrative. Mark
Zuckerberg can question vaccine safety, but I
can't? When did the First Amendment become a
suggestion? It's the FIRST Amendment, Mark ‚Äî

the one our founders thought was most
important. With so much at stake, why are we
fed only one narrative. Shouldn't many
perspectives be heard and professionally
debated? What has happened to science? What
has happened to the scientific method of always
challenging our assumptions? What happened to
lively debate in this country, or at least in
Western society? Why did anyone who disagrees
with WHO, or the CDC get censored so heavily?
Is the science of public health a religion now ‚Äî
or is science supposed to be about debate? If
someone says "the science is settled" that's how I
know I'm dealing with someone who is closed
minded. By definition science (especially
biological science) is never settled. If it was, it
would be dogma, not science. I want to be a
good citizen. I really do. If lockdowns work, I
want to do my part and stay home. If masks
work, I want to wear them. If social distancing is
effective, I want to comply. But, if there is
evidence they don't (masks for example), I want
to hear that evidence, too. If highly credentialed
scientists have different opinions, I want to know
what they think. I want a chance to hear their
arguments and make up my own mind. I don't
think I'm the smartest person in the world, but I
think I can think. Maybe I'm weird, but if
someone is censored, then I really want to hear
what they think. Don't you? To all my friends
who don't have a problem with censorship, will
you have the same opinion when what you think
is censored? Is censorship not the technique of
dictators, tyrants and greedy, power-hungry
people? Is it not a sign that those who are doing
the censoring know it's the only way they can
win? What if a man who spent his entire life
developing vaccines was willing to put his entire
reputation on the line and call on all global
leaders to immediately stop the COVID vaccines
because of problems with the science? What if
he pleaded for an open-scientific debate on a
global stage? Would you want to hear what he
has to say? Would you want to see the debate
he's asking for? 17. World's leading vaccinologist
is sounding the alarm Here is what may be the
biggest reason this COVID vaccine doesn't make
sense to me. When someone who is very provaccine, who has spent his entire professional
career overseeing the development of vaccines,
is shouting from the mountaintops that we have
a major problem, I think the man should be
heard. In case you missed it, and in case you care
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to watch it, here is Geert Vanden Bossche,
explaining: Why the COVID vaccine may be
putting so much pressure on the virus that we
are accelerating its ability to mutate and become
more deadly. Why the COVID vaccines may be
creating vaccine-resistant viruses (similar to
antibiotic resistant bacteria). Why, because of
previous problems with antibody dependent
enhancement, we may be looking at a mass
casualty event in the next few months/years. If
you want to see/read about a second, and longer,
interview with Vanden Bossche, where he was
asked some tough questions, you can check this
out. If half of what he says comes true, these
vaccines could be the worst invention of all time.
If you don't like his science, take it up with him.
I'm just the messenger. But I can also speak to
COVID personally ‚Ä¶ 18. I already had COVID I
didn't enjoy it. It was a nasty cold for two days:
Unrelenting butt/low-back aches Very low energy
Low-grade fever It was weird not being able to
smell anything for a couple days. A week later,
coffee still tasted a little "off." But I survived.
Now it appears (as it always has) that I have
beautiful, natural, life-long immunity ‚Äî not
something likely to wear off in a few months if I
get the vaccine. In my body, and my household,
COVID is over. In fact, now that I've had it, there
is evidence the COVID vaccine might actually be
more dangerous for me. That is not a risk I'm
willing to take. In summary The above are just
my reasons for not wanting the vaccine. Maybe
my reasons make sense to you, maybe they
don't. Whatever does makes sense to you,
hopefully we can still be friends. I for one think
there's a lot more that we have in common than
what separates us. We all want to live in a world
of freedom. We all want to do our part to help
others and to live well. We all want the right to
express our opinions without fearing we'll be
censored or viciously attacked. We all deserve to
have access to all the facts so we can make
informed decisions. Agree or disagree with me,
I'll treat you no differently. You're a human just
as worthy of love and respect as anyone else. For
that I salute you, and I truly wish you all the best.
I hope you found this helpful. If so, feel free to
share. If not, feel free to (kindly) let me know, in
the comments below, what didn't make sense to
you.
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